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Abstract
In this paper we develop machinery for studying sequences of represen-
tations of any of the three families of classical Weyl groups, extending work
of Church, Ellenberg, Farb, and Nagpal [CEF12], [CEFN14] on the symmetric
groups Sn to the signed permutation groups Bn and the even-signed permuta-
tion groups Dn. For each familyWn, we present an algebraic framework where
a sequence Vn ofWn–representations is encoded into a single object we call an
FIW–module. We prove that if an FIW–module V satisfies a simple finite gener-
ation condition then the structure of the sequence is highly constrained. One
consequence is that the sequence is uniformly representation stable in the sense of
Church–Farb, that is, the pattern of irreducible representations in the decom-
position of each Vn eventually stabilizes in a precise sense. Using the theory
developed here we obtain new results about the cohomology of generalized
flag varieties associated to the classical Weyl groups, and more generally the
r-diagonal coinvariant algebras.
We analyze the algebraic structure of the category of FIW–modules, and in-
troduce restriction and induction operations that enable us to study interactions
between the three families of groups. We use this theory to prove analogues of
Murnaghan’s 1938 stability theorem for Kronecker coefficients for the families
Bn and Dn. The theory of FIW–modules gives a conceptual framework for sta-
bility results such as these.
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1 Introduction
Let Wn denote any of the one-parameter families of Weyl groups: the symmet-
ric groups Sn, the hyperoctahedral groups (signed permutation groups) Bn, or the
even-signed permutation groups Dn. In this paper we develop theory to study se-
quences {Vn} of Wn–representations. These Weyl groups’ connections to Lie the-
ory and realizations as finite reflection groups make such sequences prevalent in a
broad range of mathematical subject areas. Our work builds on the theory of FI–
modules developed by Church, Ellenberg, Farb, and Nagpal to study sequences of
Sn–representations [CEF12], [CEFN14].
We prove that if a sequence ofWn–representations has the structure of what we
call a finitely generated FIW–module (Section 1.1), there are strong constraints on the
growth of the representations Vn and the pattern of irreducibleWn–representations
in the decomposition of Vn.
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To establish this finitely generated FIW–module structure, it is enough to verify
certain elementary compatibility and finiteness conditions on {Vn}. These condi-
tions are often easily checked, and hold for numerous examples of sequences in ge-
ometry, algebraic topology, algebra, and combinatorics. Our work implies any such
sequence of Wn–representations over characteristic zero is uniformly representation
stable (defined in Section 2.2). In particular, in the notation of Section 2.2, the multi-
plicity of each irreducibleWn–representation V (λ)n in Vn is eventually independent
of n.
Theorem 4.22. (Finite generation⇐⇒ Uniform representation stability). Let V be
an FIW–module over a field of characteristic zero. Then {Vn, (In)∗} is uniformly represen-
tation stable if and only if V is finitely generated.
See Section 4.4 for bounds on the stable ranges.
In a sequel [Wil14] we will show that if a sequence ofWn–representations over
characteristic zero has the structure of a finitely generated FIW–module, the charac-
ters have, for n large, a stable and very special form: they are given by a character
polynomial, a polynomial in the signed cycle counting functions, which is indepen-
dent of n. We will show moreover that, given a finitely generated FIW–module V
over any field, the dimensions of the representations Vn are eventually polynomial in
n.
In Section 6 we give applications to the diagonal coinvariant algebras C(r)(n)
associated to Sn, Bn, and Dn. For r = 1 these are the cohomology algebras of the as-
sociated generalized flag varieties. In type A, these results recover work of Church,
Ellenberg, Farb, and Nagpal [CEF12, Theorems 3.4], [CEFN14, Theorem 1.9].
Corollaries 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4. Let C(r)(n) denote the r-diagonal coinvariant algebra asso-
ciated to the Weyl groupsWn with coefficients in a field k.
• If k has characteristic zero, each graded piece C(r)J (n) is uniformly multiplicity stable.
• If k has characteristic zero, the characters of the graded piece C(r)J (n) are eventually
equal to a character polynomial of degree at most |J |.
• Over an arbitrary field k, the dimensions of the graded pieces C(r)J (n) are (for n large)
equal to a polynomial in n.
The set of FIW–modules has a rich algebraic structure. FIW–modules in many
ways resemble modules over a ring: there are natural notions of FIW–module maps
with quotients, kernels, and cokernels defined pointwise. We prove in Section 4.3
that FIW–modules are Noetherian:
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Theorem 4.21. (FIW–modules are Noetherian). Let k be a Noetherian ring. Then any
sub–FIW–module of a finitely generated FIW–module over k is itself finitely generated.
There are direct sum and tensor product operations on FIW–modules, which we
analyze in Section 5. In Sections 3.5 and 3.6 we develop restriction and induction
operations between sequences of the different families of Weyl groups, using the
category-theoretic concept of a Kan extension. This algebraic structure provides a
conceptual framework and an assortment of tools for analyzing sequences of Wn–
representations.
Results of this FIW–modules theory include an analogue of Murnaghan’s 1938
stability theorem for Kronecker coefficients [Mur38] for the hyperoctahedral group
Bn and even-signed permutation group Dn, which we prove in Section 5. These
are stated here using notation for rational irreducible Bn and Dn–representations
defined in Section 2.2.
Theorem 5.3. (Murnaghan’s stability theorem for Bn). For any pair of double parti-
tions λ = (λ+, λ−) and µ = (µ+, µ−), there exist nonnegative integers gνλ,µ, independent
of n, such that for all n sufficiently large:
V (λ)n ⊗ V (µ)n =
⊕
ν
gνλ,µV (ν)n. (7)
The coefficients gνλ,µ are nonzero for only finitely many double partitions ν.
Theorem 5.3 implies the following:
Corollary 5.4. (Murnaghan’s stability theorem for Dn). With double partitions λ =
(λ+, λ−) and µ = (µ+, µ−) as above, for all n sufficiently large the tensor product of the
Dn–representations V (λ)n ⊗ V (µ)n has a stable decomposition:
V (λ)n ⊗ V (µ)n =
⊕
ν
gνλ,µV (ν)n
where gνλ,µ are the structure constants of Equation (7).
In the context of FIW–module theory, these stability results follow easily from
a structural property of FIW–modules: tensor products of finitely generated FIW–
modules are themselves finitely generated FIW–modules.
Many aspects of the theory of FIW–modules parallels the work [CEF12] and
[CEFN14]. We encounter several additional challenges, however, particularly in
type D. Section 1.6 summarizes the relationship to recent work and new phenomena
in this paper.
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1.1 FIW–modules and finite generation
We will now define our central concepts, FIW–modules and finite generation.
Definition 1.1. (The Category FIW ). Let Wn denote the Weyl group in type An−1,
Bn/Cn, or Dn, and accordingly let FIW denote the category FIA, FIBC , or FID, as
shown in the table below.
Category Objects Morphisms
FIBC n = {±1,±2, . . . ,±n} { injections f : m→ n | f(−a) = −f(a) ∀ a ∈m}
0 = ∅ End(n) ∼= Bn
FID n = {±1,±2, . . . ,±n}
0 = ∅
{ injections f : m→ n | f(−a) = −f(a) ∀ a ∈m;
isomorphisms must reverse an even number of signs }
End(n) ∼= Dn
FIA n = {±1,±2, . . . ,±n}
0 = ∅
{ injections f : m→ n | f(−a) = −f(a) ∀ a ∈m;
f preserves signs}
End(n) ∼= Sn
In each case, the objects of FIW are indexed by the natural numbers Z≥0; we will
write these objects in boldface throughout the paper. The endomorphisms End(n)
are isomorphic to the groupWn, and the morphisms are generated by End(n) and
the natural inclusions In : n ↪→ (n+ 1). The category FIA is equivalent to the cat-
egory FI defined by Church–Ellenberg–Farb [CEF12] as the category of Finite sets
and Injective maps. There are inclusions of categories FIA ↪→ FID ↪→ FIBC .
Definition 1.2. (FIW–module). Let FIW denote FIA, FIBC , or FID, and accordingly
let Wn denote Sn, Bn, or Dn. We define an FIW–module V over a ring k to be a
(covariant) functor from FIW to the category of k–modules. We will assume k is
commutative and with unit. The image of an FIW–module is a sequence of Wn–
representations Vn := V (n) equipped with an array of maps Vm → Vn compatible
with theWn–action. For f ∈ HomFIW (m,n), we write f∗ (or simply f ) to denote the
linear map V (f) : Vm → Vn.
This definition of an FIA–module is equivalent to that of an FI–module given by
[CEF12]. A schematic of an FIW–module is shown in Figure 1.
We similarly define a co–FIW–module over a ring k as a functor from the dual
category FIopW to k–Modules.
Definition 1.3. (Finite generation, Degree of generation). We say an FIW–module
V is finitely generated if there is a finite set of elements of
∐∞
n=0 Vn that are not con-
tained in any proper sub–FIW–module. The images of these elements under the FIW
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Figure 1: An FIW–module V
morphisms span each k[Wn]–module Vn. We say V is finitely generated in degree≤ d
if it has a finite generating set {vi}with vi ∈ Vmi , mi ≤ d for each i.
Example 1.4. (Some finitely and infinitely generated FIW–modules). For a basic
example to illustrate Definition 1.3, let Vn := k[x1, . . . , xn] be the polynomial ring on
n variables xi with the obvious inclusions Vn−1 ↪→ Vn. The groupWn acts on Vn by
permuting and (for Dn or Bn) negating the variables. The FIW–module formed by
the spaces Vn is infinitely generated, but for each integer d ≥ 0 the subspaces of ho-
mogeneous degree-d polynomials k[x1, . . . , xn](d) form a sub–FIW–module finitely
generated in degree ≤ d. Figure 2 shows a finite generating set for the FIW–module
of homogeneous degree-2 polynomials.
Figure 2: The finitely generated FIW–module k[x1, . . . , xn](2)
The property of being finitely generated is easy to verify in many applications,
but has strong implications for the structure of the underlying sequence of Wn–
representations.
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1.2 Representation stability of finitely generated FIW–modules
Prior to their work with Ellenberg on FI–modules, Church and Farb defined and
developed the theory of representation stability for families of groups Gn including
Sn and Bn [CF13]. For a sequence Vn of rational Gn–representations to be repre-
sentation stable, the multiplicities of the irreducible constituents V (λ)n of Vn must
eventually be constant in n; crucial to this definition is the appropriate classifica-
tion of irreducible Gn–representations V (λ)n as functions of n. We describe these
definitions in more detail in Section 2.2, where we also introduce a definition of
representation stability for sequences of Dn–representations.
It is shown in [CEF12, Theorem 1.14] that, for sequences of Sn–representations
with the structure of an FI–module, finite generation is equivalent to uniform repre-
sentation stability. We prove this phenomenon holds more generally:
Theorems 4.27 and 4.28. (FIW–modules are uniformly representation stable iff
they are finitely generated). Suppose that k is a field of characteristic zero, and Wn is
Sn, Dn, or Bn. Let V be a finitely generated FIW–module. Take d to be an upper bound
on the weight of V , g an upper bound on its degree of generation, and r an upper bound on
its relation degree. Then {Vn} is uniformly representation stable with respect to the maps
induced by the natural inclusions In : n → (n+ 1), stabilizing once n ≥ max(g, r) + d;
whenWn is Dn and d = 0 we need the additional condition that n ≥ g + 1.
Suppose conversely that V is an FIW–module, and that {Vn, (In)∗} is uniformly repre-
sentation stable for n ≥ N . Then V is finitely generated in degree ≤ N .
The classification of rational irreducibleBn andDn–representations are described
in Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3, and the precise definition of V (λ)n and criteria for repre-
sentation stability are given in Section 2.2.
1.3 Forthcoming results
Character polynomials in type B/C and D. Let k be a field of characteristic zero.
If V is finitely generated FIW–module over k, we have shown that the sequence
{Vn} is uniformly representation stable, and in a sequel [Wil14] we will show that
this has strong implications for the characters χn of Vn. Specifically, we show that
the sequence of characters is, for n large, equal to a character polynomial which does
not depend on n. This was proven for symmetric groups in [CEF12, Theorem 2.67],
and in [Wil14, Section 4] we extend these results to the groups Dn and Bn.
Conjugacy classes of the hyperoctahedral group are classified by signed cycle type,
as described in Section 2.1.2. Define class functions Xr, Yr on
∐∞
n=0Bn such that
Xr(ω) is the number of positive r–cycles in ω,
Yr(ω) is the number of negative r–cycles in ω.
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The functions Xr, Yr are algebraically independent, and the polynomial ring
k[X1, Y1, X2, Y2, . . .]
spans the class functions on Bn for each n ≥ 0. Elements of this ring are character
polynomials. They also restrict to class functions on the subgroups Dn ⊂ Bn. We
prove the following.
Theorem 4.16 [Wil14]. (Characters of finitely generated FIW–modules are even-
tually polynomial). Let k be a field of characteristic zero. Suppose that V is a finitely
generated FIBC–module with weight≤ d and stability degree≤ s, or, alternatively, suppose
that V is a finitely generated FID–module with weight ≤ d such that IndBCD V has stability
degree ≤ s. In either case, there is a unique polynomial
FV ∈ k[X1, Y1, X2, Y2, . . .]
such that the character ofWn on Vn is given by FV for all n ≥ s + d. The polynomial FV
has degree ≤ d, with deg(Xi) =deg(Yi) = i.
Weight and stability degree are defined in Sections 4.1 and 4.2; these quantities are
necessarily finite for V finitely generated.
Eventually polynomial dimensions. Let V be a finitely generated FIW–module.
If V is defined over characteristic zero, then we can take the associated charac-
ter polynomial FV and evaluate it at the identity elements to compute dim(Vn) =
FV (n, 0, 0, 0, . . .). We conclude the following.
Corollary 4.17 [Wil14]. (Polynomial growth of dimension). Let V be an FIW–module
over a field of characteristic zero, and suppose V is finitely generated in degree ≤ d. Then
for large n, dim(Vn) is equal to a polynomial in n of degree at most d. Equality holds for n
in the stable range given in [Wil14, Theorem 4.16].
This “eventually polynomial” growth of dimension holds even over positive
characteristic. The following theorem uses results of Church–Ellenberg–Farb–Nagpal,
who prove the theorem for finitely generated FIA–modules [CEFN14, Theorem 1.2].
Theorem 4.20 [Wil14]. (Polynomial growth of dimension over arbitrary fields). Let
k be any field, and let V be a finitely generated FIW–module over k. Then there exists an
integer-valued polynomial P (T ) ∈ Q[T ] such that
dimk(Vn) = P (n) for all n sufficiently large.
FIW]–modules. In [Wil14, Section 3] we describe a certain class of FIBC–modules
called FIBC]–modules, analogues of the FI]–modules (“FI sharp modules”) defined
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by Church–Ellenberg–Farb. An FIBC]–module is a sequence of Bn–representations
that simultaneously admits a functor from FIBC and a functor from the dual cate-
gory FIopBC in some compatible sense; see [Wil14, Definition 3.1].
A finitely generated FIBC]–module structure places even stronger constraints on
the structure of a sequence of Bn–representations. For example, we show in [Wil14,
Section 4.5] that a FIBC]–module finitely generated in degree ≤ d has characters
equal to a unique character polynomial of degree at most d for all values of n, and
dimensions given by a polynomial in n of degree at most d for all n.
We prove in [Wil14, Theorem 3.7] that FIBC]–modules are direct sums of se-
quences of the form {⊕
m=0
IndBnBm×Bn−mUm  k
}
n
.
Here, k denotes the trivial Bn−m–representation, and Um is a Bm–representation,
possibly 0. The external tensor product (Um  k) is the k–module (Um ⊗k k) as
a (Bm × Bn−m)–representation. The result [Wil14, Theorem 3.7] extends [CEF12,
Theorem 2.24], which is the analogous statement in type A.
1.4 An application: diagonal coinvariant algebras.
The theory of FIW–modules developed in this paper gives new, concrete results
about a variety of known objects in geometry and combinatorics. In Section 6 we
give applications to the diagonal coinvariant algebras associated to the reflection
groupsWn.
Let k be a field, and consider the canonical action ofWn on
Vn := k
n ∼= Spank〈x1, . . . , xn〉.
The group Sn acts by permutation matrices,Bn by signed permutation matrices, and
Dn by signed permutation matrices with an even number of entries equal to −1.
There is an induced diagonal action ofWn on V ⊕rn , and so an induced action on
the symmetric algebra Sym(V ⊕rn ), isomorphic to the polynomial algebra
k[x
(1)
1 , . . . x
(1)
n , . . . , x
(r)
1 , . . . , x
(r)
n ].
The r-diagonal coinvariant algebra C(r)(n) is the quotient of this algebra by the ideal In
of constant-term-freeWn–invariant polynomials. The algebra C(r)(n) has a natural
multigrading by r-tuples J = (j1, . . . , jr), where j` specifies the total degree of a
monomial in the variables x`1, . . . , x
`
n.
The coinvariant algebras C(1)(n) were studied classically for their connections
to representation theory of Lie groups. The r-diagonal coinvariant algebras have
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been studied since the 1990s, with major contributors including Garsia, Haiman,
Hagland, Gordon, Bergeron, and Biagioli; see Section 6 for more history. Haiman
[Hai02a] and Bergeron [Ber09] offer in-depth background on coinvariant algebras
and their many connections to other areas of algebraic combinatorics.
In Section 6 we prove that each multigraded component C(r)J (n) of C(r)(n) is
a finitely generated co–FIW–module. Understanding the characters of the multi-
graded components of C(r)(n) is a well-known open problem; little is known except
for very small values of r and n. The following result, inspired by the work of
[CEF12] and [CEFN14] on diagonal coinvariant algebras in type A, reveals underly-
ing structure and patterns in these sequences of representations.
Theorem 6.1. Let k be a field, and let Vn ∼= kn be the canonical representation of Wn
by (signed) permutation matrices. Given r ∈ Z>0, the sequence of coinvariant algebras
C(r) := k[V
⊕
r
• ]/I is a graded co–FIW–algebra of finite type. When k has characteristic
zero, the weight of the multigraded component C(r)J is ≤ |J |.
Corollary 6.2 . Let k be a field of characteristic zero. For n sufficiently large (depending on
the r-tuple J), the sequence C(r)J (n) is uniformly multiplicity stable.
Corollary 6.3. Let k be a field of characteristic zero. For n sufficiently large (depending
on the r-tuple J), the characters of C(r)J (n) are given by a character polynomial FJ of de-
gree ≤ |J |. In particular the dimension of C(r)J (n) is given by the degree |J | polynomial
dimkC(r)J (n) = FJ(n, 0, 0, 0 . . .) for all n in the stable range.
Corollary 6.4. Let k be an arbitrary field. Then for each r-tuple J , there exists a polynomial
PJ ∈ Q[T ] (depending on k) so that dimk C(r)J (n) = PJ(n) for all n sufficiently large
(depending on k and J).
Theorem 6.1 and its corollaries were proven in type A over characteristic zero by
Church–Ellenberg–Farb [CEF12, Theorem 3.4]. In later work with Nagpal these au-
thors extend their work to fields of arbitrary characteristic [CEFN14, Proposition
4.2], and in particular they prove Corollary 6.4 in type A [CEFN14, Theorem 1.9].
In the special case r = 1, the algebras C(1)(n) are isomorphic to the cohomology
rings of the generalized flag varieties associated to the Lie groups in type W ; see
Section 6 for details. A corollary of Theorem 6.1 is representation stability and the
existence of character polynomials for these cohomology groups.
In Section 6 we state the character polynomials in type B/C for |J | ≤ 3; in gen-
eral, computing these character polynomials is an open problem.
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1.5 Remarks on the general theory
We briefly highlight some key tools and results of the theory of FIW–modules.
The structure of finitely generated FIW–modules. A crucial fact about finitely
generated FIW–modules is that they can be realized as quotients of sequences of the
form {
g⊕
m=0
(
IndWnWn−mk
)⊕`m}
n
,
where k denotes the trivialWn−m–representation, and the multiplicities `m are finite
(see Proposition 3.15). Over fields of characteristic zero, the combinatorics of these
induced representations is governed by the branching rules for each family Wn –
rules that are well understood for Sn and Bn, though more complex for Dn (see, for
example, Geck-Pfeiffer [GP00]).
We prove in Theorem 4.21 that sub–FIW–modules of finitely generated FIW–
modules are themselves finitely generated. This Noetherian property was proven
for FIA–modules by Church–Ellenberg–Farb [CEF12, Theorem 2.6] over Noetherian
rings containing Q, and later proven by Church–Ellenberg–Farb–Nagpal [CEFN14,
Theorem 1.1] over arbitrary Noetherian rings; our proof uses their results. These
properties of finite generation are used extensively throughout this paper.
Restriction and Induction of FIW–Modules Given the inclusions of categories
FIA ↪→ FID ↪→ FIBC , there is a natural restriction operation of FIBC and FID–
modules down to FID or FIA–modules, and we show in Proposition 3.22 that the
restriction of functors between these categories preserves the property of finite gen-
eration.
Given an inclusion of categories FIW ⊂ FIW and an FIW–module V , the sequence
of Wn–representations {IndWnWnVn}n does not in general have the structure of an
FIW–module; see Remark 3.24. In Section 3.6 we show that there nonetheless ex-
ist induction operations on FIW–modules using the theory of Kan extensions; this
insight owes to Peter May. These operations place the theory of FIW–modules for
these three families of groups in a unified setting, and moreover appear to be of
theoretical interest in their own right.
1.6 Relationship to earlier work
1.6.1 Recent work
Representation stability. In 2010, Church–Farb [CF13] introduced the concept of
representation stability for sequences of rational representations of several families of
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groups: Sn, Bn, and the linear groups SLn(Q), GLn(Q), and Sp2n(Q). For each fam-
ily they formulated stability criteria in terms of the pattern of irreducible subrep-
resentations, patterns which they show appear in ubiquitous examples throughout
mathematics. They gave a host of applications to classical representation theory, the
cohomology of groups arising in geometric group theory, Lie algebras and their ho-
mology, the (equivariant) cohomology of flag and Schubert varieties, and algebraic
combinatorics.
FI–modules. Two years later Church–Ellenberg–Farb [CEF12] significantly re-
fined the theory for sequences of Sn–representations by introducing FI–modules.
This new work accomplished several things: They established criteria for represen-
tation stability that are simple and easily verified – a finitely generated FI–modules
structure. They strengthened their results with the observation that the characters of
a representation stable sequence have an associated character polynomial, and gave
a number of consequences including polynomial growth of dimension. They gave a
framework for studying sequences of Sn–representations over arbitrary coefficient
rings, which does not depend on the combinatorial particulars of the classification of
irreducible rational representations. The category FI, and the concept of finite gen-
eration, are natural and elementary constructs. Their theory provides a structured,
unified context and a vocabulary to describe patterns and stability phenomenon that
perhaps could not be captured otherwise.
Using the theory of FI–modules, Church–Ellenberg–Farb proved new results
about a number of fundamental sequences Vn of Sn–representations. These include
the cohomology of the n-point configuration space of a manifold, the cohomology
of the moduli space of n-puncture surfaces, certain subalgebras of the cohomology
of the genus n Torelli group, and the diagonal Sn-coinvariant algebras on r sets of n
variables.
Jimenez Rolland [JR11, JR12] studied additional applications of this theory to
moduli spaces, pure mapping class groups, and diffeomorphism groups of certain
punctured manifolds. She introduced FI[G]-modules associated to a group G: func-
tors from FI to the category of k[G]–modules. She obtained classical homological
stability results for certain wreath products.
Central stability. Putman [Put12] independently developed a theory that ex-
tends representation stability to positive characteristic. He established stability re-
sults for level q congruence subgroups of GLn(R) for a large class of rings R with
ideals q. His main definition, central stability, is closely related to the notion of a
finitely generated FI–module. Putman proved that central stability implies rep-
resentation stability and polynomial dimension growth. He integrated his theory
of central stability with the classical homological stability machinery developed by
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Quillen. This representation-theoretic homological stability apparatus applies to a
variety of geometric and algebraic applications over numerous coefficient systems.
FI–modules over Noetherian rings. Shortly after the appearance of Putman’s
work, the work on FI–modules [CEF12] were strengthened further by Church–Ellenberg–
Farb–Nagpal [CEFN14]. These authors extended several results to broader classes
of coefficients: they proved polynomial growth of dimension over fields of positive
characteristic, and the Noetherian property over arbitrary Noetherian rings. They
generalized their results for several of the above applications to coefficients in the
integers or positive characteristic.
Twisted commutative algebras. In 2010, Snowden [Sno13] independently proved,
using different language, several fundamental properties of FI–modules. His work
centres on modules over a class of objects called twisted commutative algebras; FI–
modules are an example. His results include the Noetherian and polynomial growth
properties for finitely generated complex FI–modules, results which he used to study
syzygies of Segre embeddings. See Sam–Snowden [SS12b] for an accessible intro-
duction to the theory of twisted commutative algebras.
Following the work of Church–Ellenberg–Farb, Sam–Snowden [SS12a] performed
a deeper analysis of the category of FI–modules over a field of characteristic zero
and proved a number of algebraic and homological finiteness properties. We would
be interested to better understand how the work of Snowden and Sam–Snowden
relates to the theory of FIW–modules developed here.
Gamma modules. The results of Church–Ellenberg–Farb on FI]–modules have
strong parallels to work of Pirashvili on Γ–modules [Pir00a, Pir00b], functors from
the category of finite based sets and (not necessarily injective) based maps. Pi-
rashvili’s results include a characterization of integer Γ–modules [Pir00a, Theorem
3.1] analogous to the classification of FI]–modules [CEF12, Theorem 2.24] and our
results for FIW]–modules [Wil14, Theorem 3.7].
1.6.2 New obstacles and new phenomena
Much of the theory of FIW–modules parallels the work of Church–Ellenberg–Farb
[CEF12], and frequently their methods of proof adapt to our more general context.
Some additional hurdles and some new phenomena do emerge, however, for the
Weyl groups Bn and Dn. These include:
Restriction and induction. The restriction and induction adjoint operations
between the three categories FIA, FID, and FIBC give FIW–modules a new level
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of structure. In Sections 3.5 and 3.6 we define and study these operations from a
category-theoretic perspective.
Branching rules in type D. The combinatorics of the branching rules for the hy-
peroctahedral groups, like the symmetric groups, are well understood. With these
formulas, many of the methods of proof used by Church–Ellenberg–Farb [CEF12]
for FIA–modules adapt beautifully to FIBC–modules, including the proof that fi-
nite generation is equivalent to uniform representation stability. In contrast, the
branching rules for the groups Dn are more subtle, and it is not clear that the meth-
ods in [CEF12] adapt so readily to type D. We proceed instead by analyzing the
restriction and inductions operations between FID and FIBC . To recover the main
results in type D, we relate a finitely generated FID–module V to the FID–module
ResBCD Ind
BC
D V, defined in Section 3.6, and appeal to our results for finitely generated
FIBC–modules.
Representation stability in type D. It was initially unclear how representation sta-
bility ought to be defined for representations of the even-signed permutation groups
Dn. The classification of irreducible Dn–representations (Section 2.1.3), which in-
volves unordered pairs of partitions and ’split’ representations in even degree, did
not suggest any deterministic growth rules of the form defined by Church–Farb
[CF13] for Sn and Bn (Section 2.2). More to the point, it was not clear that we could
expect any specific constraints on the patterns of irreducible representations in a
class of sequences as broad and commonly occurring as the finitely generated FID–
modules.
The definition of representation stability in type D was ultimately written late in
the course of this project, after the discovery of an unanticipatedly strong result: If V
is a finitely generated FID–module, then, for n sufficiently large, Vn is the restriction
of a Bn–representation.
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2 Background
2.1 The Weyl groups of classical type
The classical Weyl groups comprise three one-parameter families of finite reflection
groups. The symmetric group Sn is the Weyl group of type An−1; the hyperoctahe-
dral group (or signed permutation group) Bn is the Weyl group of the (dual) root
systems of types Bn and Cn, and its subgroup the even-signed permutation group
Dn is the Weyl group of type Dn. We briefly review the representation theory of
these groups.
We note that the finite dimensional complex representations of Sn, Bn, and Dn
are defined over the rational numbers [GP00, Theorem 5.4.5, Theorem 5.5.6, Corol-
lary 5.6.4].
2.1.1 The symmetric group Sn
The rational representation theory of the symmetric group Sn is well understood;
a standard reference is Fulton–Harris [FH04]. The irreducible representations of Sn
are in natural bijection with the set of partitions λ of n, which we denote
λ = (λ0, λ1, . . . , λr), with λ0 ≥ λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λr and λ0 + λ1 + · · ·+ λr = n.
Each integer λi is a part or addend of the partition. We write λ ` n or |λ| = n to
indicate the size of the partition. The length `(λ) of λ is the number of parts. We
write Vλ to denote the Sn–representation associated to λ.
2.1.2 The hyperoctahedral group Bn
The hyperoctahedral group Bn is the wreath product
Bn = Z/2Z o Sn := (Z/2Z)n o Sn,
where Sn acts on (Z/2Z)n by permuting the coordinates. It is the symmetry group
of the n–hypercube, dually, the n–hyperoctahedron. There is a canonical represen-
tation of Bn as the group of signed permutation matrices, that is, n × n generalized
permutation matrices with nonzero entries ±1. We can also characterize the hyper-
octahedral group as the symmetry group of the set
{{−1, 1}, {−2, 2}, . . . , {−n, n}},
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where the kth factor of (Z/2Z)n transposes the elements in the block {−k, k}, and Sn
permutes the n blocks. As such, Bn is also called the signed permutation group.
It is often convenient to consider Bn as a subgroup of the symmetric group SΩ
that acts on the 2n letters
Ω = {−1, 1,−2, 2, . . . ,−n, n}.
We frequently write elements of Bn in the cycle notation of permutations of Ω.
The rational representation theory ofBn. The representation theory of the hype-
roctahedral group was developed by Young in the 1920s [You30], and further refined
by authors including Mayer [May75]; Geissinger and Kinch [GK78]; al-Aamily, Mor-
ris, and Peel [aAMP81]; and Naruse [Nar85]. It is described in [GP00].
The rational irreducible representations of Bn can be built up from those of the
symmetric group Sn. These irreducible Bn–representations are classified by double
partitions of n, that is, ordered pairs of partitions (λ, ν) with |λ|+ |ν| = n.
For λ ` n, define V(λ,∅) to be theBn–representation pulled back from Sn–representation
Vλ under the surjection pi : Bn  Sn. Let Qε denote the one-dimensional represen-
tation associated to the character
ε : Bn ∼= (Z/2Z)n o Sn  {±1}
where the canonical generators of (Z/2Z)n act by (−1), and elements of Sn act triv-
ially. Define
V(∅,ν) := V(ν,∅) ⊗Qε.
Then, generally, for λ ` m and ν ` (n−m), we define
V(λ,ν) := Ind
Bn
Bm×Bn−mV(λ,∅)  V(∅,ν),
where  denotes the external tensor product of the Bm–representation V(λ,∅) with
the Bn−m–representation V(∅,ν). Each double partition (λ, ν) yields a distinct irre-
ducible representation of Bn, and every irreducible representation has this form.
The conjugacy classes of Bn. The conjugacy classes of Bn were described
by Young [You30]. More modern exposition can be found in, for example, Carter
[Car72], or Naruse [Nar85]. A similar classification is found in [GP00, Chapter 3].
Definition 2.1. (Positive and negative cycles in Bn; cycle structure).
An element ofBn, viewed as a permutation of {±1, . . . ,±n}, can be decomposed
into cycles.
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A negative r–cycle is a factor of the form
σ = (s1 s2 · · · sr − s1 − s2 · · · − sr).
The element σ is mapped to an r–cycle under the canonical surjection Bn  Sn, and
σr is a product of the r involutions (si − si). Negative cycles reverse the sign of an
odd number of digits {±1, . . . ,±n}.
A positive r–cycle is a factor of the form
α = (a1 a2 · · · ar)(−a1 − a2 · · · − ar) with |ai| 6= |aj | if i 6= j.
The element α maps to an r-cycle in Sn, and αr is the identity element. Positive
cycles negate an even number of digits.
For example, (1 2)(−1 − 2) and (1 − 2)(−1 2) are both examples of positive
two-cycles in Bn, whereas (1 2 − 1 − 2) and (1 − 2 − 1 2) are both negative
two-cycles.
The cycle structure of an element ω ∈ Bn is encoded by double partitions (λ, ν)
of n, where λ designates the lengths of the positive cycles, and µ designates the
lengths of the negative cycles. The double partition (λ, ν) is called the signed cycle
type of the element ω. The following result dates back to Young [You30]. See also
[Car72, Proposition 24] and [GP00, Proposition 3.4.7].
Proposition 2.2. (Classification of conjugacy classes of Bn). Two elements x, y ∈ Bn
are conjugate in Bn if and only if they have the same signed cycle type. Thus the conjugacy
classes of Bn are classified by double partitions (λ, ν) of n.
Branching rules and Pieri’s formula for Bn. The branching rules for Bn are a
main tool in our development of the theory of FIBC–modules over fields of charac-
teristic zero. These rules are described in, for example, Geck–Pfeiffer [GP00, Lemma
6.1.3]:
IndBnBa×Bn−aV(λ+,λ−)  V(µ+,µ−) =
⊕
(ν+,ν−)
Cν
+
λ+,µ+C
ν−
λ−,µ−V(ν+,ν−) (1)
where Cνλ,µ denotes the Littlewood–Richardson coefficient. We will use in particular
Pieri’s formula, the case where V(µ+,µ−) is the trivial representation k = V((n−a),∅).
IndBnBa×Bn−aV(λ+,λ−)  k =
⊕
(ν+, ν−)
Cν
+
λ+,(n−a)C
ν−
λ−,∅V(ν+,ν−)
=
⊕
ν+
Cν
+
λ+,(n−a)V(ν+,λ−)
=
⊕
ν+
V(ν+,λ−) (2)
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where the final sum is taken over all partitions ν+ that can be constructed by adding
(n−a) boxes to λ+, with no two boxes added to the same column. Some small cases
are shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Illustrating the branching rules for Bn.
By Frobenius reciprocity, the multiplicity of V(λ+,ν−) k in the restriction ResBnBa×Bn−aV(ν+,ν−)
is{
1 if ν+ can be constructed by removing (n− a) boxes from distinct columns of λ+,
0 otherwise.
(3)
The decomposition of induced representations IndBnBn−1V(λ+,λ−) are described by
Geck–Pfeiffer [GP00, Lemma 6.1.9]:
IndBnBn−1V(λ+,λ−) =
⊕
λ+
V
(λ+,λ−) +
⊕
λ−
V
(λ+,λ−) (4)
summed over all λ+ that can be constructed by adding a single box to λ+, and all
λ− that can be constructed by adding a single box to λ−. By iteratively applying this
law to the trivial Bn−m–module k, we find:
IndBnBn−mk = Ind
Bn
Bn−1 · · · Ind
Bn−m+1
Bn−m V ((n−m),∅)
=
⊕
λ+,λ−
V(λ+,λ−) (5)
summed over V (λ+, λ−) with multiplicity equal to the number of ways that the dou-
ble partition (λ+, λ−) can be built up from ((n−m),∅) by adding one box at a time
to either partition. There are no restrictions on columns, though the addition of each
box must form a valid double partition.
Restriction from Bn to Sn. The restriction of a Bn–representation V(λ+,λ−) to
Sn ⊆ Bn is
ResBnSn V(λ+,λ−) =
⊕
λ
Cλλ+,λ−Vλ (6)
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where Cλλ+,λ− again is the Littlewood–Richardson coefficient (Geck–Pfeiffer [GP00,
Lemma 6.1.4]).
2.1.3 The even-signed permutation group Dn
We described a representation of the hyperoctahedral group ε : Bn → Z/2Z that
counts the number of −1’s (mod 2) appearing in a signed permutation matrix w.
The kernel of this map is the index–2 normal subgroup Dn of Bn, the even-signed
permutation group. If we classify elements of Bn by cycle type as in Definition 2.1,
the subgroup Dn comprises exactly those elements of Bn with an even number of
negative cycles.
The rational representation theory of Dn. The representation theory of Dn is
given, for example, in [GP00, Chapter 5.6]. The irreducible representations derive
from those of Bn. Given an irreducible representation V(λ,ν) of Bn, the restriction to
the action Dn decomposes as either one or two distinct irreducible representations.
When λ 6= ν, the two irreducible Bn–representations V(λ,ν) and V(ν,λ) restrict to the
same representation of Dn; each distinct set of nonequal partitions {λ, ν} gives a
different irreducible representation V{λ,ν} of Dn. When n is even, for any partition
λ ` n2 , the irreducible Bn–representation V(λ,λ) restricts to a sum of two noniso-
morphic irreducible Dn–representations of equal dimension. Thus, the irreducible
representations of Dn are classified by the set
{{λ, ν} | λ 6= ν, |λ|+ |ν| = n}
∐{
(λ,±)
∣∣∣ |λ| = n
2
}
,
with the ’split’ irreducible representations V(λ,+) and V(λ,−) only occurring for even
n.
The conjugacy classes of Dn. The structure of the conjugacy classes of Dn was
described by Young [You30], and more recently by Carter [Car72, Proposition 25]
and [GP00, Proposition 3.4.12]. As withBn, the conjugacy classes ofDn are classified
by signed cycle type, with one exception. When n is even, the elements for which
all cycles are positive and have even length are now split between two conjugacy
classes, as follows:
Suppose that λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λ`) is a partition of n with all parts λi of even
length. Then
α+ := (1 2 · · · λ1) (−1 −2 · · · −λ1) (1+λ1 2+λ1 . . . λ2+λ1)(−1−λ1 −2−λ1 . . .−λ2−λ1) · · ·
and α− := (1 − 1)α+(1 − 1)
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are representatives of the two conjugacy classes of elements with signed cycle type
(λ,∅), which we will denote (λ,+) and (λ,−), respectively. In summary:
Proposition 2.3. (Classification of conjugacy classes of Dn) The conjugacy classes of
Dn are classified by the set
{(λ, ν) | |λ|+ |ν| = n, ν has an even number of parts;if ν = ∅ then not all parts of λ are even }∐
{(λ,±) | |λ| = n, all parts of λ are even }
with the ’split’ conjugacy classes (λ,±) only occurring when n is even.
2.2 Representation stability
In a precursor to their work on FI–modules, Church and Farb [CF13] define a form
of stability for a sequence {Vn} ofGn–representations, for various families of groups
Gn with inclusions Gn ↪→ Gn+1, including the symmetric and hyperoctahedral
groups. We recall their definitions, and additionally introduce a notion of stabil-
ity for the even-signed permutation groups Dn.
For the symmetric groups Sn, in order to compare representations for different
values of n, Church–Farb identify those irreducible representations associated to
partitions of n that differ only in their largest parts – that is, two irreducible repre-
sentations are considered ’the same’ if the Young diagram for one can be constructed
by adding boxes to the top row of the Young diagram for the other.
Accordingly, for a partition λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λt) of m, we write V (λ)n to denote
the irreducible Sn–representation associated to
λ[n] := ((n−m), λ1, λ2, . . . , λt)
whenever it is defined, that is,
V (λ)n :=
{
Vλ[n] (n−m) ≥ λ1,
0 otherwise.
We call λ[n] ` n the padded partition associated to λ.
Similarly, for the hyperoctahedral groups Bn, two double partitions are identi-
fied if they differ only in the largest part of the first partition. For a double partition
λ = (λ+, λ−) with λ+ ` m and λ− ` `, we define
λ[n] := (λ+[n− `], λ−)
to be the padded double partition associated to λ = (λ+, λ−), and we write V (λ)n or
V (λ+, λ−)n to denote the irreducible Bn–representation
V (λ)n :=
{
Vλ[n] (n− `−m) ≥ λ+1 ,
0 otherwise.
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Finally, we introduce a stable notation for certain representations of the even-
signed permutation groups Dn. Let λ = (λ+, λ−) be a double partition with λ+ ` m
and λ− ` `. Then we write V (λ)n to denote the Dn–representation
V (λ)n := ResBnDnV (λ)n.
Explicitly, V (λ)n is the Dn–representation
V (λ)n =

V{λ+[n−`], λ−} (n− `−m) ≥ λ+1 and λ+[n− `] 6= λ−,
V{λ−, +} ⊕ V{λ−, −} (n− `−m) ≥ λ+1 and λ+[n− `] = λ−,
0 otherwise.
We note that V (λ)n is an irreducible Dn–representation for all but at most one value
of n.
Definition 2.4. (Consistent sequence). Let {Vn} be a sequence ofGn–representations
with maps φn : Vn → Vn+1. The sequence {Vn, φn} is consistent if φn is equivariant
with respect to the Gn–action on Vn and the Gn–action on Vn+1 under restriction to
the subgroup Gn ↪→ Gn+1.
Definition 2.5. (Representation stability). A consistent sequence {Vn, φn} of finite
dimensional Gn–representations is representation stable if it satisfies three properties:
I. Injectivity. The maps φn : Vn → Vn+1 are injective, for all n sufficiently large.
II. Surjectivity. The image φn(Vn) generates Vn+1 as a k[Gn+1]–module, for all n suf-
ficiently large.
III. Multiplicities. Decompose Vn into irreducible Gn–representations:
Vn =
⊕
λ
cλ,nV (λ)n.
For each λ, the multiplicity cλ,n of V (λ)n is eventually independent of n.
Definition 2.6. (Uniform representation stability). Let {Vn, φn} be a representation
stable sequence with the multiplicity cλ,n constant for all n ≥ Nλ. The sequence
{Vn, φn} is uniformly representation stable if N = Nλ can be chosen independently
of λ.
3 FIW–modules and related constructions
3.1 The category FIW
In this section we recall the main definitions and establish some notation. Let Wn
denote the Weyl group Sn, Dn, or Bn. In Definition 1.1 we defined the category FIW
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with objects indexed by the natural numbers Z≥0, and morphisms generated by its
endomorphisms End(n) ∼=Wn and the canonical inclusions In : n ↪→ (n+ 1).
Throughout this paper, we will let In denote this natural inclusion of sets, and
write Im,n : m→ n to denote the composite
Im,n := In−1 ◦ . . . ◦ Im.
Any FIW morphism f : m → n factors as the composite of Im,n with some (signed)
permutation σ ∈ Wn.
The stabilizer of Im,n. The groupWn acts transitively on the set of morphisms
HomFIW (m,n) by postcomposition. We denote by Hm,n = H
W
m,n the stabilizer of
Im,n inWn. As depicted in Figure 4, the group Hm,n is the copy ofWn−m ⊆ Wn that
pointwise fixes the image Im,n(m) ⊆ n.
Figure 4: The stabilizer Hm,n
Remark 3.1. (HomFID(m,n) = HomFIBC (m,n) for m 6= n). When m < n, the
FID morphisms HomFID(m,n) may reverse an even or odd number of signs. These
morphisms are by definition generated by Im,n and EndFID(n) ∼= Dn. For example,
although (1 − 1)(n − n) ∈ Dn, the involution (n − n) is in the stabilizer of Im,n.
Thus
(1 − 1)(n − n) ◦ Im,n = (1 − 1) ◦ Im,n ∈ HomFID(m,n)
negates only ±1. When m 6= n, the set of FID morphisms f : m → n coincides
exactly with the set of FIBC morphisms f : m→ n.
3.2 FIW–modules
Recall from Definition 1.2 that an FIW–module over a ring k is a functor V : FIW →
k–Mod.
For a fixed family of Weyl groupsWn and ring k, the set of all FIW–modules over
k form a category. A map of FIW–modules F : V → V ′ is a natural transformation,
that is, it is a sequence of maps Fn : Vn → V ′n that commute with the FIW morphisms
in the sense that
Fn ◦ V (f) = V ′(f) ◦ Fm for every f ∈ HomFIW (m,n).
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Example 3.2. The spaces Vn = Qn form an FIW–module with the canonical action
ofWn by (signed) permutation matrices, and the standard inclusions (In)∗ : Qn ↪→
Qn+1.
Example 3.3. Church–Ellenberg–Farb showed in [CEF12, Proposition 2.56] that, for
any partition λ of n, the sequence of Sn–representations Vn = V (λ)n admits an FIA–
module structure. We will show in Definition 4.31 and Proposition 4.32 that, analo-
gously, for any double partition λ = (λ+, λ−) of n, the sequence ofBn–representations
Vn = V (λ)n admits an FIBC–module structure. Restriction of this FIBC–module to
FID gives the sequence ofDn–representations Vn = V (λ)n an FID–module structure.
Recognizing FIW–modules. An FIW–module gives a consistent sequence of
Wn–representations in the sense of Definition 2.4, as the images of the natural in-
clusions In give maps φn = (In)∗ : Vn → Vn+1 compatible with the action of
Wn = End(n). Not all consistent sequences arise from FIW–modules, however. The
following lemma gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a consistent sequence
{Vn, φn} ofWn–representations to have the structure of an FIW–module.
Lemma 3.4. (FIW–modules vs. consistent sequences). A consistent sequence {Vn, φn}
ofWn–representations can be promoted to an FIW–module with φn = (In)∗ if and only if,
for all m,n, the stabilizer
Hm,n := Stab(Im,n) ∼=Wn−m
acts trivially on the image of Im,n(Vm) ⊆ Vn.
Proof. An element of τ ∈ Hm,n by definition satisfies τ ◦ Im,n = Im,n, so given any
FIW–module V these elements necessarily act trivially on the image (Im,n)∗(Vm) ⊆
Vn.
Conversely, consider a consistent sequence {Vn, φn} ofWn–representations. De-
fine φm,n to be the composite φn−1 ◦ · · · ◦ φm. Given any f ∈ HomFIW (m,n), factor
f = σ ◦ Im,n for some σ ∈ Wn. We can then realize {Vn, φn} as an FIW–module by
assigning
V : f 7→ f∗ := σ∗ ◦ φm,n;
the condition of the lemma is precisely the condition needed to ensure that this as-
signment is well-defined, independent of choice of factorization of f . It is straight-
forward to check that the consistency of the sequence {Vn, φn} ensures that the as-
signment f 7→ f∗ respects composition.
The result of Lemma 3.4 was proven for FIA–modules by Church–Ellenberg–
Farb [CEF12, Lemma 2.1]; they show that a consistent sequence {Vn, φn} of Sn–
representations can be promoted to an FIA–module if and only if for all m ≤ n,
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σ, σ′ ∈ Sn, and v ∈ Vn lying in the image of Vm ,
σ|{1,2,...,m} = σ′|{1,2,...,m} =⇒ σ(v) = σ′(v).
Example 3.5. (The regular representations do not form an FIW–module). When
Wn is any of Sn, Bn, or Dn, the sequence of regular representations Vn := k[Wn] is a
consistent sequence that is not an FIW–module. In each case, for example, the per-
mutation that transposes n and (n− 1) acts nontrivially on the image I(n−2),n(Vn−2),
violating the conditions of Lemma 3.4.
Example 3.6. (Alternating and sign representations do not form FIW–modules).
A second example: The sequence of alternating representations Vn ∼= k of the sym-
metric groups Sn, or its pullbacks to Bn or Dn, give a consistent sequence with no
FIW–module structure. Again, the 2-cycle that transposes n and (n − 1) acts non-
trivially on the image I(n−2),n(Vn−2). For similar reasons, the sign representations
ε defined in Section 2.1.2 provide a consistent sequence of Bn–representations with
no FIBC–module structure.
In summary: to verify that a sequence {Vn, φn} has FIW–module structure, we
must check two conditions. The sequence must be consistent in the sense of Defini-
tion 2.4, and it must satisfy the condition on stabilizers described in Lemma 3.4.
3.3 The FIW–modules MW(m) and MW(U)
In analogy to [CEF12, Definition 2.5], we define the FIW–modules MW(m). These
are in a sense the ’free’ finitely generated FIW–modules; we will see in Proposi-
tion 3.15 that every finitely generated FIW–module is a quotient of a sum of FIW–
modules of this form. This property will be critical to our development of the theory
of FIW–modules.
Definition 3.7. (The FIW–module MW(m)). Define MW(m) to be the FIW–module
such that MW(m)n is the k-module with basis HomFIW (m,n) and an action of Wn
by post-composition.
SinceWn acts transitively on HomFIW (m,n), we can identify theWn–set HomFIW (m,n)
with the cosets of the stabilizer Hm,n := Stab(Im,n) ∼= Wn−m ⊆ Wn. This gives an
isomorphism ofWn–representations
MW(m)n ∼= IndWnWn−mk
where k has a trivialWm action. Over a field of characteristic zero, the decomposi-
tion of these representations are described in Pieri’s rules; see Equation (5) for the
hyperoctahedral formula.
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Observe MW(m)n = 0 when n < m. The first nonzero degree n = m is the
regular representation MW(m)m ∼= k[Wm]. In general, MW(m)n can be considered
the permutation representation ofWn on the set of m-tuples(
f(1), f(2), . . . , f(m)
)
, f(j) ∈ n,
that designate the images of the FIW morphisms f : m→ n.
Example 3.8. (MW(0) and MW(1)) The FIW–module MW(0) is the sequence of triv-
ial representations MW(0)n ∼= k.
The FIA–module MA(1) is the sequence of canonical Sn–representations as per-
mutation matrices. Over characteristic zero, in the notation of Section 2.2, we get the
following decomposition:
MA(1)n ∼= V ( )n ⊕ V (∅)n for all n.
The FIBC–module MBC(1) is the sequence of (2n)-dimensional representations
of Bn permuting a basis {e1, e−1, . . . , en, e−n}. Over characteristic zero, MBC(1)n
decomposes as follows.
MBC(1)n = V (∅, )n ⊕ V ( ,∅)n ⊕ V (∅,∅)n for all n.
Here,
V (∅, )n =
〈
(e1 − e−1), . . . , (en − e−n)
〉
is the canonical Bn–representation by signed permutation representations, and
V ( ,∅)n ⊕ V (∅,∅)n =
〈
(e1 + e−1), . . . , (en + e−n)
〉
is the pullback of the canonical Sn permutation representation. It is an exercise to
verify that these decompositions are consistent with Pieri’s rule, Equation (5).
The representationMD(1)1 is trivial, but for n > 1 theDn–representationMD(1)n
is the restriction of the Bn–representation MBC(1)n described above.
Remark 3.9. Recall from Remark 3.1 that HomFID(m,n) = HomFIBC (m,n) when-
ever m 6= n. There is therefore an isomorphism if Dn–representations
MD(m)n ∼= ResBnDnMBC(m)n whenever m 6= n.
These isomorphisms will be crucial to our study of induction of FID–modules in
Section 3.6.
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3.3.1 An adjunction
Definition 3.10. Let Wm–Rep denote the category of Wm–representations over a
ring k. For each fixed integer m ≥ 0, analogous to the definition of µm given by
Church–Ellenberg–Farb [CEF12], we define the functor
µm :Wm–Rep −→ FIW–Mod
U 7−→MW(m)⊗k[Wm] U.
As in [CEF12, Proposition 2.6], we note that since MW(m)n ∼= IndWnWn−mk is iso-
morphic to k[Wn/Wn−m], we can equivalently describe µm by the formula:
(µm(U))n =
{
0 n < m,
IndWnWm×Wn−mU  k n ≥ m.
where  denotes the external tensor product, and k denotes the trivial Wn−m–
representation.
Proposition 3.11. The functor
µm :Wm–Rep −→ FIW–Mod
is the left adjoint to the forgetful functor
pim : FIW–Mod −→Wm–Rep
V 7−→ V (m).
The proof of the adjunction follows from the same argument given for [CEF12,
Proposition 2.6], by considering any Weyl group Wm in place of the symmetric
group Sm.
We remark that
µm(k[Wm]) = MW(m)⊗k[Wm] k[Wm] ∼= MW(m).
More generally, ifU is a finite-dimensionalWm–representation, we denote µm(U)
byMW(U). Following [CEF12, Definition 2.7], we extend the functorMW to
⊕
mWm–
Rep.
Definition 3.12. Define MW to be the map
MW :
⊕
m
Wm–Rep −→ FIW–Mod
Um 7−→ µm(Um)
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3.4 Generation of FIW–modules
Church–Ellenberg–Farb defined notions of span, finite generation, and degree of
generation for FI–modules, which apply equally in the more general context of FIW–
modules. These definitions are summarized below.
Definition 3.13. (Span; Generating set). If V is an FIW–module, and S is a subset of
the disjoint union
∐
Vn, then the span of S, denoted spanV (S), is the minimal FIW–
submodule of V containing the elements of S. We call spanV (S) the sub-FI–module
generated by S.
Recall from Definition 1.3 that an FIW–module V is finitely generated if there is a
finite set of elements S = {v1, . . . , vl} ⊆
∐
Vn such that spanV (S) = V . Moreover V
is generated in degree ≤ m if V = spanV (
∐m
i=0 Vi). We call the minimum such m the
degree of generation of V , if it exists.
Example 3.14. The FIW–module MW(m) is generated in degree m by the identity
map idm in HomFIW (m,m), the basis forMW(m)m. More generally, given a nonzero
Wm–representation U , the FIW–module MW(U) := MW(m) ⊗k[Wm] U is generated
in degree m by MW(U)m = U .
Just as in [CEF12, Remark 2.13, Proposition 2.16], the finitely generated FIW–
modules are precisely those which admit a surjection by an FIW–module of the form
⊕iMW(mi).
Proposition 3.15. An FIW–module is finitely generated in degree ≤ m if and only if it
admits a surjection ⊕iMW(mi)  V for some finite sequence of integers {mi}, with mi ≤
m for each i.
Proof. Given any finitely generated FIW–module V = SpanV (v1, . . . , v`), with vi ∈
Vmi , the map⊕`
i=1
MW(mi) −→ V
f 7−→ f∗(vi) f ∈ HomW(mi,n), the basis for MW(mi)n
is the desired surjection of FIW–modules.
Conversely, the image of an FIW–module
⊕`
i=1MW(mi) under an FIW–module
map is generated by the images of the identity morphisms {idmi}`i=1.
Given an FIW–module V , any n, and any v ∈ Vn, then we have a surjective map
of FIW–modules
MW(n)  SpanV ({v}) ⊆ V given by f 7→ f∗(v).
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Moreover, any map MW(n) → V can be described in this way by taking v to be
the image of idn ∈ MW(n)n. This observation is a form of Yoneda lemma for the
category of FIW–modules.
Remark 3.16. (MW(U)  Span(U)). Given an FIW–module V , and Wm subrepre-
sentation U of Vm, then by an argument as in Proposition 3.15, the FIW–module
MW(U) := U ⊗k[Wm] MW(m)
surjects onto the span of U in V .
In [CEF12, Proposition 2.17], Church–Ellenberg–Farb describe the compatibility
of degree of generation, and finite generation, with short exact sequences of FI–
modules. Their results hold for FIW–modules:
Proposition 3.17. Let 0 → U → V → Q → 0 be a short exact sequence of FIW–modules.
If V is generated in degree ≤ m (resp. finitely generated), then Q is generated in degree
≤ m (resp. finitely generated). Conversely, if both U and Q are generated in degree ≤ m
(resp. finitely generated), then V is generated in degree ≤ m (resp. finitely generated).
These statements can be shown by considering images or lifts of an appropriate
generating set.
Definition 3.18. (Finite Presentation). A finitely generated FIW–module V is finitely
presented with generator degree g and relation degree r if there is a surjection
g⊕
m=1
MW(m)⊕`m  V
with a kernel finitely generated in degree at most r.
The Noetherian property, proved in Section 4.3 below, implies that all finitely
generated FIW–modules are in fact finitely presented.
3.4.1 The functor H0
In analogy with [CEF12, Definition 2.18], we define a functor
H0 : FIW–Mod→
⊕
m
Wm–Rep
with the property that H0(MW(U))m = Um, that is, H0 is a left inverse to MW .
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Definition 3.19. (The Functor H0). Given an FIW–module V , we define the functor
H0 by
H0 : FIW–Mod −→
⊕
m
Wm–Rep
(H0(V ))n = Vn
/(
spanV
( ∐
k<n
Vk
))
n
The spaces (H0(V ))n are a minimal set of Wn–representations generating the
FIW–module V . As noted in [CEF12], these representations vanish for n > m if and
only if V is generated in degree ≤ m, and moreover V is finitely generated if and
only if H0(V ) is a finitely generated k–module.
We can put an FIW–module structure on the Wn–representations (H0(V ))n by
letting In act by 0 for all n. We denote this FIW–module by H0(V )FIW .
There is a natural surjection V  H0(V )FIW . Note that we could equivalently
characterize the FIW–module H0(V )FIW as the largest quotient of V with the prop-
erty that all FIW morphisms f : m → n with m 6= n act by 0: in any such quotient,
all images f∗(Vm) ⊆ Vn must necessarily be 0.
Remark 3.20. (MW(H0(V ))  V ). Let V be an FIW–module over characteristic zero.
As suggested by Remark 3.16, there is a (noncanonical) surjectionMW(H0(V ))  V.
The proof given in [CEF12, Proposition 2.43] for FIA–modules applies directly to the
cases of FIBC and FID.
3.5 Restriction of FIW–modules
The natural embeddings Sn ↪→ Dn ↪→ Bn give inclusions of categories FIA ↪→
FID ↪→ FIBC ,which define restriction operations on the corresponding FIW–modules.
These operations, together with the induction functors that we will define in Section
3.6, will be our main tools for studying the interactions of the three families of Weyl
groups.
Notably, we will show in Proposition 3.22 that restriction of FIW–modules pre-
serves the property of finite generation. We will use this result to establish the
Noetherian property for FID and FIBC–modules, Theorem 4.21. We use Proposi-
tion 3.22 again to prove [Wil14, Theorem 4.20], which states that the dimensions of
finitely generated FID and FIBC–modules over arbitrary fields are eventually poly-
nomial. In both cases, Proposition 3.22 reduces the proofs to the type A case, which
are established by Church–Ellenberg–Farb–Nagpal [CEF12].
Definition 3.21. (Restriction). Given a family of inclusions Wn ↪→ Wn, any FIW–
module V inherits the structure of an FIW–module by restricting the functor V to
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the subcategory FIW in FIW . We call this construction Res
W
WV , the restriction of V to
FIW .
Proposition 3.22. (Restriction preserves finite generation). For each family of Weyl
groups W ⊆ W , the restriction ResWWV of a finitely generated FIW–module V is finitely
generated as an FIW–module. Specifically,
1. Given an FIBC–module V finitely generated in degree ≤ m, ResBCA V is finitely gen-
erated as an FIA–module in degree ≤ m.
2. Given an FIBC–module V finitely generated in degree ≤ m, ResBCD V is finitely gen-
erated as an FID–module in degree ≤ m.
3. Given an FID–module V finitely generated in degree≤ m, ResDAV is finitely generated
as an FIA–module in degree ≤ (m+ 1).
Proof of Proposition 3.22(1). The key to the proof is the fact that for each m,n with
m ≤ n, the actions of Sn on the right and Bm on the left are together transitive on
the cosets Bn/Bn−m ∼= HomFIBC (m,n).
We first prove the claim for the FIBC–module MBC(m) for fixed m. Recall that
MBC(m)n = Spank{ef | f ∈ HomFIBC (m,n)};
we identify HomFIBC (m,n) with the set of inclusions
f : {±1,±2, . . . ,±m} ↪→ {±1,±2, . . . ,±n}
satisfying f(−c) = −f(c) for all c = ±1, . . . ,±m.
Take as generating set
S = {ew | w ∈ HomFIBC (m,m) ∼= Bm}, basis for for MBC(m)m,
and take any inclusion f ∈ HomFIBC (m,n); we will show ef is in the FIA span of S.
There is some σ−1 ∈ Sn so that the postcomposite σ−1◦f has image {±1,±2, . . . ,±m} ⊆
{±1,±2, . . . ,±n}.
Additionally, there is some w−1 ∈ Bm so that the precomposite σ−1 ◦ f ◦ w−1 is
the natural inclusion Im,n. Thus f = σ ◦ Im,n ◦ w, and ef =
(
σ∗ ◦ (Im,n)∗
)
(ew) is in
the FIA–span of S.
It follows that ResBCA MBC(m) is finitely generated as an FIA–module by degree–m
generators.
Now, let V be any finitely generated FIBC–module. By Proposition 3.15, there
is an FIBC–module map
⊕m
a=0MBC(a)
⊕ba  V which consists of a sequence of
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Figure 5: HomFIBC (m,n) = Sn · Im,n ·Bm
surjections of the underlying k–modules. Considered as a map of FIA–modules, this
same map is a surjection
ResBCA
( m⊕
a=0
MBC(a)
⊕ba
)
=
m⊕
a=0
(
ResBCA MBC(a)
)⊕ba  ResBCA V.
It follows that ResBCA V is finitely generated over FIA by generators of degree ≤ m.
Proof of Proposition 3.22(2). This follows from Proposition 3.22(1), which implies that
ResBCD V is finitely generated in degree ≤ m by the action of FIA ⊆ FID.
Proof of Proposition 3.22(3). The proof of Proposition 3.22(3) is similar to that of Propo-
sition 3.22(1). However, Bm acts transitively by precomposition on the subset of
maps in HomFIBC (m,n) with a given image, whereas when n > m there are two
orbits of maps in HomFID(m,n) with a given image under the action of Dm – the
orbit of those maps which reverse an even number of signs, and the orbit of those
maps which reverse an odd number. For this reason, ResDAMD(m) is not generated
in degree ≤ m.
We again begin with the FID–module MD(m). We have
MD(m)n = Spank{ef | f ∈ HomFID(m,n)};
where each f is an inclusion f : {±1,±2, . . . ,±m} ↪→ {±1,±2, . . . ,±n} satisfying
f(−c) = −f(c) for all c = ±1, . . . ,±m. If m = n, then f must reverse an even
number of signs; if m < n, then f can reverse an even or odd number of signs.
Take as generating set the bases for MD(m)m and MD(m)m+1,
S = {ew | w ∈ HomFID(m,m) or HomFID(m, (m+ 1))}.
Suppose n > m, and let f ∈ HomFID(m,n). Take σ−1 ∈ Sn so that σ−1 ◦ f has image
{±1,±2, . . . ,±m} in {±1,±2, . . . ,±n}. Then there is some g ∈ HomFID(m,m+ 1)
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so that σ−1 ◦f = Im+1,n ◦g, and so ef = σ∗ ◦(Im+1,n)∗(eg). ThusMD(m) is generated
by the generators S in degrees m and (m+ 1).
Figure 6: HomFID (m,n) = Sn · Im+1,n ·HomFID (m, (m+ 1))
Again, any finitely generated FID–module V admits a surjection by some FID–module
of the form
⊕m
a=0MD(a)
⊕ba . It follows that ResDAV is generated by the images of
generating sets for ResDAMD(mi) for each i, each in degree ≤ (m+ 1).
Remark 3.23. (ResBnSn does not preserve ’surjectivity’ of consistent sequences). We
note the FIBC–module structure in Proposition 3.22(1) is necessary. Consider, for
example, the sequence of regular representations k[Bn] and inclusions k[Bn−1] ↪→
k[Bn]. This sequence does not have an FIBC–module structure, but does form a con-
sistent sequence in the sense of Definition 2.4. It ’surjects’ in the sense of Definition
2.5, that is, for each n the image of k[Bn−1] generates k[Bn] as a k[Bn]–module. The
restriction of this sequence to Sn gives a consistent sequence of Sn–representations
that fails to ’surject’, since (for example) the basis element of k[Bn] corresponding to
the signed permutation matrix −id is not in the Sn–span of the image of k[Bn−1] for
any n.
3.6 Induction of FIW–modules
In Section 3.5 we analyzed the restriction functor on FIW–modules. Just as with
group representations, restriction has a left adjoint, a procedure for inducing FIA
and FID–modules up to functors from FID or FIBC . This construction, which uses
the theory of Kan extensions, was described to us by Peter May. In this section we will
define induction of FIW–modules and establish some properties of this operation.
For present purposes, we are particularly interested in studying induction from
FID to FIBC . This will enable us to use our theory of FIBC–modules to recover re-
sults for finitely generated FID–modules, including representation stability (Section
4.4) and existence of character polynomials [Wil14, Section 4.3]. The results for FIBC
make extensive use of the branching rules for the hyperoctahedral group, but the
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Dn analogues of these rules are more troublesome. The properties of induction es-
tablished here make our main results accessible in type D.
Remark 3.24. (The naive definition of induction). We note that the naive “point-
wise” definition of induction of FIW–modules is not well defined: If we were to
define IndWWV so that in degree n it were the representation Ind
Wn
WnVn, then the re-
sulting sequence would not in general have the structure of an FIWn–module.
Consider, for example, the sequence of trivial Dn–representations, with Vn = k
for all n, and all FID maps acting as isomorphisms. Then IndBnDnk
∼= k ⊕ kε is a
sum of the trivial representation k and the one-dimensional sign representation kε
associated to the character ε : Bn → Bn/Dn ∼= {±1}. This cannot be a FIBC–module
since, for example, the signed permutation (−n n) ∈ Bn acts by multiplication by
−1 on a summand of the image Im,n(Vm) ⊆ Vn for anym < n, in violation of Lemma
3.4.
There is, however, a natural way to define induction of FIW–modules, using a
standard category–theoretic universal construct: the left Kan extension. General
constructions and properties of Kan extensions are given in Mac Lane [ML98, Chap-
ter 10] (see also notes by Riehl [Rie09]), which we briefly outline. Then in Definition
3.25 below we will define induction of FIW–modules using a concrete description of
these constructions as they apply to the categories FIW .
Given a subcategory FIW ⊆ FIW , and an FIW–module V , we denote by IndWWV
the left Kan extension of V along the inclusion of categories.
FIW
V //
 _

k–Mod
FIW
IndWWV
::
The induction map
IndWW : FIW -Mod −→ FIW–Mod
is functorial on the functor category of FIW–modules. In particular, given two FIW–
modules V and W and a map of FIW–modules F : V →W , there is a corresponding
map of FIW–modules
IndWW F : Ind
W
W V −→ IndWW W ;
assigned in a manner that respects composition of FIW–module maps.
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The functor IndWW is the left adjoint to Res
W
W , and satisfies the associated proper-
ties recognizable from the familiar adjunction for induction and restriction of group
representations. For any FIW–module V , there is a canonical map of FIW–modules
ηV : V → ResWW(IndWW V )
defined by the unit map, the natural transformation η : id→ (ResWW IndWW).
Given any FIW–module U and FIW–module map V → ResWW U , there exists
a unique map of FIW–modules α : Ind
W
WV → U such that the following diagram
commutes.
ResWW (Ind
W
W V )
ResWWα
''
V
η
99
// ResWWU
This correspondence defines a bijection{
FIW –Module Maps
V −→ ResWW U
}
←→
{
FIW–Module Maps
IndWW V −→ U
}
which is natural in the inputs V and U .
We can describe the induced functor explicitly. Following Mac Lane [ML98,
Chapter 10.4], we define the Wn–representation (IndWWV )n as a certain coend, the
coequalizer of two maps φ and ψ.
⊕
p≤q≤n
MW(q)n ⊗kMW(p)q ⊗k Vp
ψ
//
φ //⊕
r≤n
MW(r)n ⊗k Vr // (IndWWV )n
f ⊗ g ⊗ v  φ // f ⊗ g∗(v)
f ⊗ g ⊗ v  ψ // f ◦ g ⊗ v
In parallel with the k–modules IndGHV := k[G] ⊗k[H] V , the induced functor
IndWWV is sometimes called a tensor product of functors over a category and written
FIW ⊗FIW V . We summarize its construction in the following definition.
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Definition 3.25. (Induction). Given an FIW–module V , and an inclusion of cate-
gories FIW ↪→ FIW , we define the induced FIW–module IndWWV by
(IndWWV )n =
⊕
r≤n
MW(r)n⊗kVr
/
〈 f⊗g∗(v) = (f◦g)⊗v | g is an FIW morphism〉.
with the action of h ∈ HomW(m,n) by h∗ : g ⊗ v 7−→ (h ◦ g)⊗ v.
We emphasize that induction is left adjoint to restriction, and satisfies the natu-
rality properties described above.
We encourage the reader to verify that (IndWWV )n is in fact a quotient of the in-
duced representation IndWnWn (Vn) by relations which require the stabilizer H`,n =
Stab(I`,n) to act trivially on the image of (IndWWV )` in (Ind
W
WV )n, and so ensure an
FIW–module structure (as in Lemma 3.4.)
Proposition 3.26. (IndWWMW(m) ∼= MW(m)). Given categories FIW ⊆ FIW and any
integer m, there is an isomorphism of FIW –modules
IndWWMW(m) ∼= MW(m).
In other words, the functor IndWW preserves represented functors.
Proof of Proposition 3.26. It is straightforward to verify that the map⊕
m≤r≤n
MW(r)n ⊗kMW(m)r −→MW(m)n
g ⊗ f 7−→ g ◦ f with f ∈ HomW(m, r), g ∈ HomW(r,n)
factors through an isomorphism of FIW–modules
(IndWW MW(m))n
∼=−→MW(m)n.
Corollary 3.27. Given an FIW–module finitely generated in degree ≤ m, the natural sur-
jection of FIW–modules of Proposition 3.15
S :
m⊕
a
MW(a)ba −→ V
can be promoted to a surjection of FIW–modules
(IndWW S) :
m⊕
a
MW(a)
ba −→ IndWWV.
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Corollary 3.28. (Induction respects generation and relation degree). Suppose that
V is a finitely generated FIW–module with degree of generation≤ g and relation degree≤ r.
Then IndWWV is also finitely generated, with generation degree ≤ g and has relation degree
≤ r.
Proof of Corollary 3.28. Suppose V is an FIW–module with generation degree≤ g and
relation degree ≤ r, that is, there exists an exact sequence of FIW–modules:
r⊕
m=1
MW(m)⊕pm −→
g⊕
m=1
MW(m)⊕`m  V.
The functor IndWW is a left adjoint and therefore it is right exact (see Weibel [Wei95,
Theorem 2.6.1]). Applying this functor to the above sequence yields the exact se-
quence
r⊕
m=1
MW(m)
⊕pm −→
g⊕
m=1
MW(m)
⊕`m  IndWWV,
and we conclude that g and r are upper bounds on the generation and relation de-
gree of IndWWV .
This result can also be verified concretely: If V is generated by a finite set of
elements vm ∈ Vm, then it is easily seen that IndWW V is generated by the images of
the elements
idm ⊗ vm ∈MW(m)m ⊗k Vm in (IndWW V )m.
Proposition 3.29. ( V ↪→ (ResWW IndWW V )). Given an FIW–module V and an inclusion
of categories FIW ↪→ FIW , the natural map of FIW–modules
V −→ ResWW IndWW V
v ∈ Vn 7−→ idn ⊗ v ∈MW(n)n ⊗ Vn
is injective.
It should not be surprising that the map V −→ (ResWW IndWW V ) is injective since,
heuristically, the relations defining the quotient (IndWW V )n come from relations al-
ready imposed on V by its FIW–module structure.
It seems that there ought to be a proof of Proposition 3.29 – injectivity of the
unit map ηV – using formal properties of the adjunction, and the fact that injectivity
holds for the represented functors MW(m). We have found this formal proof to be
elusive, however. A proof specific to the three categories FIW is given below.
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Proof of Proposition 3.29. We first address the case whereWn is the symmetric group
Sn, and Wn is Dn or Bn. To prove the proposition, it suffices to show that the un-
derlying maps of k–modules
Vn −→
(
ResWA Ind
W
A V
)
n
are injective; to do so we will construct left inverses L˜n of the k–module maps.
Fix n. We define a map of k–modules
L :
⊕
r≤n
MW(r)n ⊗k Vr −→ Vn
as follows: For any pure tensor of the form
g ⊗ v ∈MW(r)n ⊗k Vr with FIW morphism g : r→ n,
we can factor g as g = σ ◦ g˜, where
σ ∈ (Z/2Z)n ∈ Bn ∼= (Z/2Z)n o Sn,
and g˜ is a (uniquely determined) FIA–morphism. We assign
L :
⊕
r≤n
MW(r)n ⊗k Vr −→ Vn
g ⊗ v 7−→ g˜(v)
Because the assignment g 7−→ g˜ respects composition,
L(f ◦ h⊗ v) = L(f ⊗ h(v)) for all FIA morphisms h.
Hence, L factors through the quotient (IndWA V )n
L :
⊕
r≤n
MW(r)n ⊗k Vr  (IndWA V )n
L˜−→ Vn.
The composite map of k–modules
Vn −→ (IndWA V )n = (ResWA IndWA V )n L˜−→ Vn
v 7−→ idn ⊗ v 7−→ idn(v) = v
is the identity, which implies that the natural map of FIA–modules
Vn −→ (ResWA IndWA V )n
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is injective.
Next we address the induction of FID–modules up to FIBC–modules. We will
use the same outline as in the first case, but there are additional subtleties: unlike
with Sn, the group Dn is not a quotient of Bn, and there is no way to associate an
FID morphism g˜ to each FIBC morphism g in a manner that respects composition.
We will, however, still define a left inverse L˜ as above. Again, for each fixed n,
we define a map of k–modules
L :
⊕
r≤n
MBC(r)n ⊗k Vr −→ Vn
on the pure tensors g ⊗ v with g : r→ n and v ∈ Vr, as follows.
If r 6= n, then HomFIBC (r,n) ∼= HomFID(r,n) by Remark 3.1, and so g(v) is a
well-defined element of Vn. In this case we define
L : g ⊗ v 7−→ g(v) ∈ Vn.
Similarly, suppose g ∈ EndFIBC (n) but v is in the image of Vr for some r < n, say,
v = f(u) for some FID–morphism f : r→ n. Then
g ◦ f ∈ HomFIBC (r,n) = HomFID(r,n),
and (g ◦ f)(u) is a well-defined element of Vn. In this case we define
L : g ⊗ f(u) 7−→ (g ◦ f)(u) ∈ Vn.
Both assignments satisfy
L(g ◦ h⊗ v) = L(g ⊗ h(v)) for all FID–morphisms h.
Finally, suppose g ⊗ v is a pure tensor with
g ∈ Bn ∼= EndFIBC (n) and v ∈ Vn such that v /∈ SpanV (Vn−1).
Since Dn ⊆ Bn has index two, either g ∈ Dn, or (−n n) ◦ g ∈ Dn.
We define
L(g ⊗ v) =
{
g(v) if g ∈ Dn ,(
(−n n) ◦ g)(v) if g /∈ Dn.
In this case, too,
L(g ⊗ h(u)) = L(g ◦ h⊗ u) for all FID–morphisms h:
since, by assumption on v, we can write v = h(u) only if h is an element of EndFID(n) ∼=
Dn, and so g ∈ Dn if and only if g ◦ h ∈ Dn.
Once again, L will factor through the quotient (IndBCD V )n, and gives the desired
left inverse. The map V → ResBCD IndBCD V is injective, as desired.
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Having established Proposition 3.29, we can now prove a critical fact about
finitely generated FID–modules.
Proposition 3.30. ( Vn ∼= (ResBCD IndBCD V )n for n large). Suppose V is an FID–module
finitely generated in degree ≤ m. Then
Vn
∼=−→ (ResBCD IndBCD V )n
is an isomorphism of Dn–representations for all n > m. In particular, every finitely gen-
erated FID–module V is, for n greater than its degree of generation, the restriction of an
FIBC–module.
Proof of Proposition 3.30. The map
Vn → (ResBCD IndBCD V )n
is injective by Proposition 3.29, and so it suffices to show that this map is surjective
for n > m. Since V is finitely generated in degree ≤ m, by Proposition 3.15 we have
a surjection of FID–modules
S :
m⊕
a=0
MD(a)
⊕ba  V.
Inducing both sides up to FIBC gives a surjective map
m⊕
a=0
MBC(a)
⊕ba = IndBCD
( m⊕
a=0
MD(a)
⊕ba
)
IndBCD S−−−−−→ IndBCD V
where the first equality follows from Proposition 3.26. By naturality of the unit map
η, these maps fit together into a commutative diagram
m⊕
a=0
MD(a)
⊕ba

S // V
m⊕
a=0
ResBCD MBC(a)
⊕ba Res
BC
D Ind
BC
D S // ResBCD Ind
BC
D V
By Remark 3.9, the left vertical arrow
m⊕
a=0
MD(a)
⊕ba
n −→
m⊕
a=0
ResBCD MBC(a)
⊕ba
n
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is an isomorphism of Dn–representations for n > m, and so the composite
m⊕
a=0
MD(a)
⊕ba
n
∼=−→
m⊕
a=0
ResBCD MBC(a)
⊕ba
n  (ResBCD IndBCD V )n
is surjective for n > m. By commutativity, the right vertical arrow
Vn −→ (ResBCD IndBCD V )n
must also surject for these values of n, which proves the claim.
Remark 3.31. Let V be an FID–module. In Proposition 3.30 we proved the isomor-
phism of Dn–representations
Vn
∼=−→ (ResBCD IndBCD V )n for n > m.
We note that the analogous statements about IndDA and Ind
BC
A are false. This is
apparent from the FIA–modules MA(m) with m > 0. We have
rankk MA(m)n = [Sn : Sn−m] =
n!
(n−m)!
In contrast, by Proposition 3.26, we have IndDAMA(m) = MD(m) and Ind
BC
A MA(m) =
MBC(m), with
rankk MD(m)n = [Dn : Dn−m] =
 2
m−1n! n = m
2m n!
(n−m)! n > m
rankk MBC(m)n = [Bn : Bn−m] =
2m n!
(n−m)! .
We see thatMA(m)n is a proper sub–k[Sn]–module of ResDA Ind
D
AMA(m)n and Res
BC
A Ind
BC
A MA(m)n
for all n.
4 Constraints on finitely generated FIW–modules
Church–Ellenberg–Farb [CEF12] relate finite generation of an FIA–module to certain
constraints on the shape of the Young diagrams in the irreducible representations of
each representation Vn. We develop analogous results for FID and FIBC .
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4.1 The weight of an FIW–module
Definition 4.1. (Weight). Let k be a field of characteristic zero. Church–Ellenberg–
Farb [CEF12, Definition 2.50] define the weight of an FIA–module to be≤ d if for every
n ≥ 0 and every irreducible constituent V (λ)n of Vn has |λ| ≤ d (in the notation
described in Section 2.2).
Similarly, we define the weight of a Bn–representation Vn to be ≤ d if every irre-
ducible representation V (λ)n = V (λ+, λ−)n in Vn satisfies |λ+|+ |λ−| ≤ d.We define
the weight of an FIBC–module V to be ≤ d if Vn has weight ≤ d for each n. We define
the weight of an FID–module V as the weight of the FIBC–module IndBCD V .
An FIW–module V has finite weight if it is of weight ≤ d for some d ≥ 0, and we
call the minimum such d the weight of V , weight(V ). We say that the weight of a
Young diagram λ = (λ0, λ1, . . . , λ`) is
λ1 + · · ·+ λ` = |λ| − λ0.
Over characteristic zero, the weight of submodules and quotients of V are at
most weight(V ).
Proposition 4.2. Let k be a field of characteristic zero. Then (in the notation of Section
2.2), aWn–representation V (λ)n is contained in MW(m) if and only if |λ| ≤ m. In type
D, MD(m) decomposes completely into representations of the form V (λ)n.
In type A and B/C, it is immediate that all representations over characteristic
zero decompose into irreducible representations of the form V (λ)n. In type D, this
is precisely the statement that all ’split’ irreducible representations occur in pairs
V {µ,+} ⊕ V {µ,−}.
Proof of Proposition 4.2. The branching rules for the symmetric groups implies that
V (λ)n occurs in MA(m)n ∼= IndSnSn−mk
if and only if λ[n] can be built from the partition (n−m) by adding one box at a time;
these are exactly those diagrams λ[n] with largest part n−|λ| ≥ (n−m), equivalently,
with |λ| ≤ m.
Similarly, by the branching rules for the hyperoctahedral group (Equation (5),
Section 2.1.2),
V (λ)n = V (λ
+, λ−)n appears in MBC(m)n
precisely when (λ+, λ−)n contains the double partition ((n − m),∅), that is, when
the largest part of λ+, n− (|λ+|+ |λ−|), is at least (n−m). We conclude that V (λ)n
is contained in MBC(m) if and only if |λ+|+ |λ−| ≤ m.
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Finally, in type D, by Remark 3.9 we have
MD(m)n =
{
k[Dm] if n = m,
ResBCD MBC(m)n if n > m,
When n = m, allDn–representations V (λ)m necessarily satisfy |λ| < m, and con-
versely every irreducible subrepresentation appears in the regular representation
k[Dm] with multiplicity equal to its dimension. The split representations V{λ−,+}
and V{λ−,−}, being of equal dimension, occur in pairs. For n > m, the result follows
immediately from the identification MD(m)n ∼= ResBCD MBC(m)n and the result in
type B/C.
Theorem 4.2 (with Proposition 3.26 in type D) imply:
Corollary 4.3. The FIW–module MW(m) has weight m.
Theorem 4.4. (Degree of generation bounds weight). Suppose that V is an FIW–
module over a field of characteristic zero. If V is finitely generated in degree ≤ m, then
weight(V ) ≤ m.
Proof of Theorem 4.4. By Proposition 3.15, any FIW–module V finitely generated in
degree ≤ m is a quotient of some FIW–module of the form
⊕m
a=0MW(a)
ba . There-
fore, we conclude Theorem 4.4 from Proposition 4.2 and (for FID–modules) Corol-
lary 3.27.
Theorem 4.4 is proven for FIA–modules in [CEF12, Proposition 2.51].
Theorem 4.4 strongly constrains which irreducible representations can occur in
Vn once n is large relative to the degree of generation of V . The following corollary
gives some examples of irreducible components which are excluded.
Corollary 4.5. Suppose that V is an FIW–module over a characteristic zero field, generated
in degree ≤ m.
• If Wn is Sn, then for all n > (m + 1) the Sn–representation Vn cannot contain the
alternating representation.
• IfWn isDn orBn, then for all n > (m+1) theWn–representation Vn cannot contain
the pullback of the alternating representation.
• IfWn is Bn, then for all n > m the Bn–representation Vn cannot contain the ’sign’
representation associated to the character
ε : Bn  Bn/Dn ∼= {±1}.
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Proof of Corollary 4.5. If V is an FIW–module generated in degree ≤ m as above,
then weight(V ) is at most m by Theorem 4.4. The alternating Sn–representation
V (1, 1, . . . , 1) has weight (n − 1), as does its pullback to Bn, V ((1, 1, . . . , 1),∅), so
neither representation can occur in Vn once n > (m+ 1).
The Bn–representation V (∅, (n)) has weight n, so it can occur in Vn only when
n ≤ m.
The alternating Sn–representation pulls back to theDn–representation V {(1, 1, . . . , 1),∅}.
Suppose there existed an FID–module V wherein this pullback occurred in Vn for
some n > (m + 1). By the classification of Dn–representations described in Section
2.1.3, this pullbackDn–representation is the restriction of either theBn–representation
V ((1, 1, . . . , 1),∅) of weight (n − 1) or the Bn–representation V (∅, (1, 1, . . . , 1)) of
weight n; it does not occur in the restriction of any other Bn–representation. By
Proposition 3.30, the FIBC–module IndBCD V must contain one of these two represen-
tations in degree n, contradicting Theorem 4.4.
Proposition 4.6. (Split representations do not occur in finitely generated FID–
modules for n > 2m). Let k be a field of characteristic zero, and suppose that V is an
FID–module over k finitely generated in degree ≤ m. Then for any n > 2m, the Dn–
representation Vn does not contain any ’split’ irreducible representations, that is, all of its
irreducible components are of the form V{λ, µ} for λ 6= µ.
Proof of Proposition 4.6. There is a surjection of FID–modules
⊕m
a=0MD(a)
ba  V by
Proposition 3.15, so every irreducible component of Vn must appear in MD(a)n for
some a ≤ m. Moreover, by Remark 3.9 we have an isomorphism ofDn–representations
MD(a)n = ResBnDnMBC(a)n, and so every irreducible component of Vn must appear
in ResBnDnMBC(a)n for some a ≤ m.
The branching rules (Equation (5), Section 2.1.2) imply that the irreducible rep-
resentation V(λ,µ) ⊆MBC(a)n only if
((n−m),∅) ⊆ ((n− a),∅) ⊆ (λ, µ),
and so in particular
|λ| ≥ (n−m) > m ≥ |µ| for all n > 2m.
Thus, V(λ,µ) ⊆ MBC(a)n only if |λ| 6= |µ|, and so by restriction to Dn we conclude
that when n > 2m, Vn only contains irreducible components of the form V{λ, µ} for
λ 6= µ.
4.2 Coinvariants and stability degree
Shifted FIW–modules. The category FIW contains isomorphic copies of itself as
proper subcategories. We use these inclusions to define the shifting operation on
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FIW–modules. As in [CEF12, Section 2.4], by shifting and passing to coinvariants,
we define the stability degree of an FIW–module, and, in Lemma 4.19, we find a lower
bound on the stability degree of a finitely presented FIW–module. In Section 4.4, we
will use this concept to prove the equivalence of finite generation of an FIBC–module
with representation stability in the sense of Church–Farb [CF13].
We first introduce some notation: given nonnegative integers n and a, we denote
the FIW object
(n+ a) := {±1,±2, . . .± (n+ a)}.
We remark that addition here corresponds to disjoint union of finite sets; (n+ a) ∼=
n unionsq a.
Definition 4.7. (Shifts q[−a] : FIW → FIW ) For each a ≥ 0, there are maps
n = {±1, . . . ,±n} ↪→ {±1, . . . ,±(n+ a)} = (n+ a)
d 7−→ (d+ a)
These maps define functors
q[−a] : FIW −→ FIW
n 7−→ (n+ a)
{f : m→ n} 7−→ {q[−a](f) : (m+ a)→ (n+ a)}
where
q[−a](f) maps
{
d 7→ d if d ≤ a,
(d+ a) 7→ (f(d) + a).
Figure 7 gives a schematic of the functor q[−2].
Figure 7: The functor q[−a](f) : FIW → FIW
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Definition 4.8. (Shifted FIW–modules). Given an FIW–module V : FIW → k–Mod,
we define the shifted FIW–module S+aV by S+aV = V ◦ q[−a].
TheWn–representation (S+aV )n is the restriction of Vn+a to the copy ofWn act-
ing on {±(1 + a), . . .± (n+ a)} ⊆ (n+ a).
Definition 4.9. (Coinvariants functor τ ). We define τ : FIW−Mod→ FIW−Mod to
be the coinvariants functor, as follows: for an FIW–module V , let τV be the FIW–
module with
(τV )n = (Vn)Wn := k ⊗k[Wn] Vn
That is, (τV )n is the largest quotient of Vn on whichWn acts trivially. When k is a
field of characteristic zero, the map Vn  (Vn)Wn is the projection onto the invariant
subspace (Vn)Wn .
Definition 4.10. (The graded k[T ]–module Φa(V )). Fix an integer a ≥ 0. We define
Φa : FIW–Mod −→ k[T ]–Mod
V 7−→
⊕
n≥0
(τ ◦ S+aV )n =
⊕
n≥0
(Vn+a)Wn
The action of T is by the maps (Vn+a)Wn → (Vn+1+a)Wn+1 induced by the maps
(In+a)∗ : Vn+a → Vn+1+a.
Remark 4.11. Note that each graded piece Φa(V )n = (Vn+a)Wn has the structure of
an Wa–module, and T acts Wa–equivariantly. Over characteristic zero, the multi-
plicity of aWa–representation U in (Vn+a)Wn is equal to the multiplicity of U  k in
the restriction ResWn+aWa×WnVn+a, given by the branching rules (Equation (3), Section
2.1.2.)
Definition 4.12. (Injectivity degree; Surjectivity degree). An FIW–module has in-
jectivity degree ≤ s (respectively, surjectivity degree ≤ s) if for every a ≥ 0 and for all
n ≥ s, the map Φa(V )n → Φa(V )n+1 induced by T is injective (respectively, surjec-
tive). The minimum such s is called the injectivity degree (respectively, the surjectivity
degree).
Definition 4.13. (Stability degree). An FIW–module has stability degree≤ s if for ev-
ery a ≥ 0 and n ≥ s, the map Φa(V )n → Φa(V )n+1 induced by T is an isomorphism
of vector spaces; equivalently, an isomorphism of Wa–representations. The stabil-
ity degree is the minimum such s; it is the maximum of injectivity and surjectivity
degree.
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Figure 8: Stability degree 3
Explicitly, V has stability degree ≤ s if (Vn+a)Wn ∼= (Vn+1+a)Wn+1for every a ≥ 0
and n ≥ s.
Figure 8 shows an FIW–module V with stability degree 3.
The following results (Remark 4.14, Propositions 4.15, 4.16, and 4.18, and Lemma
4.19) are proven by Church–Ellenberg–Farb [CEF12, Section 2.4] for FIA–modules,
and their proofs generalize readily to FIBC and FID.
Remark 4.14. Let V be an FIW–module with surjectivity degree ≤ s and injectivity
degree ≤ t. Since Φa is right exact, quotients of V also have surjectivity degree
≤ s. Furthermore, when k contains Q, Φa is left exact, and any submodule of V has
injectivity degree ≤ t.
Remark 4.14 generalizes [CEF12, Remark 2.36]. The following proposition is
proven in [CEF12, Proposition 2.37] for FIA. We adapt their proof to FIBC and FID.
Proposition 4.15. For m ≥ 0, the FIW–module MW(m) has injectivity degree 0 and
surjectivity degree m.
Proof of Proposition 4.15. Fix a ≥ 0. By definition, (S+aMW(m))n is the free vector
space over HomFIW (m, (n+ a)), whereWn acts by postcomposition, permuting
{±(1 + a), . . . ,±(n+ a)} ⊆ (n+ a).
In type BC, two maps in HomFIBC (m, (n+ a)) are in the same orbit if they restrict
to the same function on their inverse images of {±1, . . . ,±a}. Thus we can identify
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Φa(MBC(m)) with the vector spaces with bases:
n 6= 0, BBC≤n = {f :{±1, . . . ,±m} → {±1, . . . ,±a, ?} |
Away from ?, f injects and f(−d) = −f(d); |f−1(?)| ≤ n}
n = 0, BBC≤0 = HomFIBC (m,a).
Type D, however, is slightly more subtle. When n > (m − a), then the orbit of
a map g ∈ HomFID(m, (n+ a)) is no longer determined by the restriction of g to
g−1({±1, . . . ,±a}). Since g can reverse an even or odd number of signs, but all ele-
ments ofDn only reverse an even number, the orbit of g will also depend on whether
g reverses an even or odd number of signs of numerals in g−1({±(a+ 1), . . . ,±(n+
a)}).
Thus Φa(MD(m)) are the vector spaces freely spanned by:
n 6= 0, n > (m− a), BD≤n is two copies of
{ f : {±1, . . . ,±m} → {±1, . . . ,±a, ?} |
Away from ?, f injects and f(−d) = −f(d); |f−1(?)| ≤ n}
n 6= 0, n = m− a, BD≤(m−a) is one copy of
{ f : {±1, . . . ,±m} → {±1, . . . ,±a, ?} |
Away from ?, f injects and f(−d) = −f(d); |f−1(?)| ≤ n}
n = 0, BD≤0 = HomFID(m,a)
In all cases, however, we have inclusions BW≤n ↪→ BW≤(n+1), and so MW(m) has
injectivity degree 0. Moreover, once n ≥ m, all maps f automatically satisfy the
condition on |f−1(?)|, and soBW≤n = BW≤(n+1) in this range. We conclude thatMW(m)
has surjectivity degree m.
Proposition 4.16. If an FIW–module V is generated in degree≤ m, then V has surjectivity
degree ≤ m.
Church–Ellenberg–Farb prove this result for FIA in [CEF12, Proposition 2.39].
Proof of Proposition 4.16. By Lemma 3.15, any FIW–module V generated in degree
≤ m admits a surjection from some FIW–module
⊕m
a=0MW(a)
⊕ba , which has sur-
jectivity degree m by Proposition 4.15. The result follows from Remark 4.14.
Proposition 4.17. Given a nonzero Wm–representation U , the FIW–module MW(U) has
injectivity degree 0 and surjectivity degree ≤ m.
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Proof of 4.17. Since MW(U) is generated in degree m, it has surjectivity degree ≤ m
by Proposition 4.16. Church–Ellenberg–Farb show thatMA(U) has injectivity degree
0 [CEF12, Proposition 2.38] by noting that (in the notation of the proof of Proposition
4.15), k[BA≤n] embeds as a k[Sm]–equivariant summand of k[B
A
≤(n+1)], and so the
maps
Φa(MA(U))n = Φa(MA(m))n⊗k[Sm]U −→ Φa(MA(m))n+1⊗k[Sm]U = Φa(MA(U))n+1
are injective for all a, n. Applying the same argument toBBC≤n andB
D
≤n, we conclude
that MBC(U) and MD(U) have injectivity degree 0.
Proposition 4.18. Let f : V → U be a morphism of FIW–modules, and assume that
k contains Q. Suppose that V has injectivity degree ≤ B and surjectivity degree ≤ C,
and that U has injectivity degree ≤ D and surjectivity degree ≤ E. Then ker(f) has
injectivity degree ≤ B and surjectivity degree ≤ max(C,D), and coker(f) has injectivity
degree ≤ max(C,D) and surjectivity degree ≤ E.
Proof of Proposition 4.18. The proof given for FIA in [CEF12, Proposition 2.44] carries
through directly. The idea is to use exactness of the functor Φa, and perform diagram
chases on the following diagrams:
0 // Φa(ker f)

// Φa(V )

// Φa(U)

and
Φa(V )

// Φa(U)

// Φa(cokerf)

// 0
0 // Φa(ker f) // Φa(V ) // Φa(U) Φa(V ) // Φa(U) // Φa(cokerf) // 0
Lemma 4.19. Suppose k contains Q. Let V be a finitely presented FIW–module with gen-
erator degree g and relation degree r. Then V has stability degree ≤ max(r, g).
We mimic the proof of [CEF12, Proposition 2.47].
Proof of Lemma 4.19. By assumption, there is an exact sequence
0 −→ K −→
g⊕
a=0
MW(a)⊕ba −→ V −→ 0
with kernel K generated in degree ≤ r. By Proposition 4.15, ⊕gi=0MW(mi)⊕bi has
injectivity degree 0 and surjectivity degree g. By Proposition 4.16, K has surjectivity
degree ≤ r. The result then follows from Proposition 4.18.
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Lemma 4.20. (λ+1 ≤ stability degree ). Suppose that V is an FIBC–module over a field
k of characteristic zero, and suppose V has stability degree s. For any n ≥ 0, and (in the
notation of Section 2.2) any V (λ+, λ−)n in Vn, the largest part λ+1 of λ
+ satisfies λ+1 ≤ s.
Lemma 4.20 parallels [CEF12, Proposition 2.42], and we adapt this argument.
In Theorem 4.26, we will use Lemma 4.20 to relate the stability degree of an FIBC–
module V to the representation stability of {Vn}.
Proof of Lemma 4.20. Let λ and µ denote the double partitions λ = (λ+, λ−) and µ =
(µ+, µ−), and let λ+1 and µ
+
1 denote the largest parts of λ
+ and µ+, respectively. Let
m = |µ|, and denote ν = λ[n]. First we note that every irreducible representation
V (λ)n = Vν in MBC(Vµ)n must satisfy λ+1 ≤ µ+1 . By the branching rules for Bn,
Equation (2),
V (λ)n = Vν ⊆ MBC(Vµ)n = IndBnBm×Bn−mVµ  k
⇐⇒
ν− = µ− and ν+ can be built from µ+ by adding (n−m) boxes in distinct columns.
A box can be added to the end of the second row µ+2 only if µ
+
1 > µ
+
2 . This implies
that λ+1 , the second row in ν
+ = λ+[n − |λ−|], must be no larger than µ+1 , the first
row of µ+. Some small cases are shown in Figure 9.
Figure 9: Illustrating the inequality λ+1 ≤ µ+1 . The double partitions µ are bolded, and λ are
shaded in.
We next claim that if V has stability degree s, then every irreducible subrepresen-
tation Vµ of H0(V )m must satisfy µ+1 ≤ s. Recall from Definition 3.19 that H0(V )FIBC
denotes the FIBC–module structure onH0(V ) wherein all morphisms In act by zero.
The surjection V  H0(V )FIBC implies by Remark 4.14 that H0(V )FIBC has surjec-
tivity degree ≤ s. Suppose that Vµ ⊆ H0(V )m, and let η be the double partition such
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that µ = η[m]. Remark 4.11 and the branching rules (Equation (3), Section 2.1.2)
imply that (Vµ)B
µ+1
= Vη. It follows that when a = m− µ+1 ,
Φa(H0(V )
FIBC )µ+1
= (H0(V )
FIBC
m )Bµ+1
contains Vη,
and so in particular the coinvariants Φa(H0(V )FIBC )µ+1 are nonzero. Since T acts by
zero, the surjectivity degree ofH0(V )FIBC must be greater than µ+1 , and we conclude
that µ+1 ≤ s.
Now, suppose that V is an FIBC–module over characteristic zero with stability
degree s. We’ve shown that every irreducible component Vµ of H0(V ) satisfies µ+1 ≤
s, and so by the first paragraph above, for each n, every V (λ)n in MBC(H0(V ))n
satisfies λ+1 ≤ µ+1 ≤ s. Since by Remark 3.20 there is a surjection MBC(H0(V ))  V ,
we conclude that for each n, every irreducible constituent V (λ)n of Vn satisfies λ+1 ≤
s.
4.3 The Noetherian property
In [CEF12, Theorem 2.60], Church–Ellenberg–Farb prove a Noetherian property for
FIA–modules over Noetherian rings containing Q. This theorem is later generalized
by Church–Ellenberg–Farb–Nagpal in [CEFN14, Theorem 1.1] to arbitrary Noethe-
rian rings. We will show that the same is true for modules over all three categories
FIW .
Theorem 4.21. (FIW–modules are Noetherian). Let k be a Noetherian ring. Then any
sub–FIW–module of a finitely generated FIW–module over k is itself finitely generated.
Proof. Suppose that V is a finitely generated FIW–module, and U is any sub–FIW–
module. When W is Sn, the result is [CEFN14, Theorem 1.1]. If Wn is Bn or Dn,
then by Propositions 3.22(1) and (3), the restriction of V to FIA is finitely generated
as an FIA–module. Thus by [CEFN14, Theorem 1.1], U is finitely generated over
FIA ⊆ FIW , and therefore it is finitely generated over FIW .
4.4 Finite generation and representation stability
Representation stability is a concept introduced by Church and Farb in [CF13]; the
definition is given in Section 2.2. In [CEF12, Section 2.7], Church–Ellenberg–Farb
prove that for an FIA–module V over a field k of characteristic zero, finite gen-
eration is equivalent to uniform representation stability for the sequence of Sn–
representations {Vn}. We will show, in Theorems 4.27 and 4.28, the analogous re-
sults for FIBC . In summary:
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Theorem 4.22. (Summary: Finite generation ⇐⇒ Uniform representation stabil-
ity). Let V be an FIW–module over a field of characteristic zero. The V is finitely generated
if and only if {Vn} is uniformly representation stable with respect to the maps induced by
the natural inclusions In : n ↪→ (n+ 1).
We first show that, in the notation of Section 2.2, sequences ofBn–representations
of the form ⊕λcλV (λ)n over characteristic zero are determined up to isomorphism
by their coinvariants. We will use this result to relate finite generation with repre-
sentation stability.
Lemma 4.23. (The Ba–representations (V (λ)n)Bn−a stabilize for n ≥ a + λ+1 ) Sup-
pose k is a field of characteristic zero. Given a double partition λ = (λ+, λ−), the Ba–
representations (V (λ)n)Bn−a are independent of n for n ≥ a + λ+1 , where λ+1 denotes the
largest part of λ+.
Proof of Lemma 4.23. By Remark 4.11 and the branching rules (Equation 3),
(V (λ+, λ−)n)Bn−a = V
(
λ+
[
n− |λ−|], λ−)
Bn−a
=
⊕
µ+
V (µ+, λ−)
summed over all partitions µ+ that can be constructed from λ+[n−|λ−|] by removing
(n − a) boxes from distinct columns. Once (n − a) > λ+1 , at least one box must be
removed from the top row of λ+[n − |λ−|]. Removing one box from the top row
of the padded partition λ+[n − |λ−|] associated to n yields the padded partition
λ+[(n−1)−|λ−|] associated to (n−1), and removing the remaining ((n−1)−a) boxes
from distinct columns gives the decomposition of (V (λ+, λ−)n−1)B(n−1)−a . Thus, as
Ba–representations,
(V (λ+, λ−)n−1)B(n−1)−a ∼= (V (λ+, λ−)n)Bn−a for all n > a+ λ+1 ,
and the lemma follows.
Lemma 4.24. (Bn–representations are determined by their coinvariants). Assume
that k is a field of characteristic zero. Let Λ be a set of double partitions λ = (λ+, λ−)
of size at most d, and set M = maxΛ λ+1 , where λ
+
1 denotes the largest part of λ
+. Let
n ≥ m ≥ (d + M) be nonnegative integers. Suppose that for some Bm–representation Vm
and Bn–representation Vn,
Vm ∼=
⊕
λ∈Λ
bλV (λ)m and Vn ∼=
⊕
λ∈Λ
cλV (λ)n,
If for each 0 ≤ a ≤ d, the coinvariants (Vm)Bm−a ∼= (Vn)Bn−a are isomorphic as Ba–
representations, then cλ = bλ for all λ ∈ Λ.
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Corollary 4.25. With n and d as above, the coinvariants (Vn)Bn−a = 0 for all 0 ≤ a ≤ d if
and only if Vn = 0.
Church–Ellenberg–Farb prove an analogous result to Lemma 4.24 for the sym-
metric group in [CEF12, Lemma 2.40 and Proposition 2.58]. We adapt their methods
in the following proof.
Proof of Lemma 4.24. We will prove that cλ = bλ for all |λ| ≤ p for each p with 0 ≤
p ≤ d, proceeding by induction on p.
If p = 0, then the only double partition λ of size at most p is the double partition
λ = (∅,∅) associated to the trivial representation. Taking a = 0, we see
cλ = dim
(
(Vn)Bn
)
= dim
(
(Vm)Bm
)
= bλ.
The conclusion follows for p = 0.
Consider some double partition λ = (λ+, λ−). By Remark 4.11 and the branching
rules (Equation (3), Section 2.1.2), the multiplicity of V (ν+, ν−) in
(
V (λ)n
)
Bn−a
is:{
1 if ν+ can be built by removing (n− a) boxes from λ+[n− |λ−|], at most one box per column,
0 otherwise.
Since the largest part of λ+[n− |λ−|] is (n− |λ|), the coinvariants must vanish when
|λ| > a, and when |λ| = a, (V (λ)n)Bn−a is a single copy of the Ba–representation Vλ.
Now, suppose (as inductive hypothesis) that cλ = bλ for all |λ| < p, and consider
the coinvariants corresponding to a = p. We have:
(Vm)Bm−p =
⊕
|λ|=p
cλVλ
⊕
|λ|<p
cλ
(
V (λ)m
)
Bm−p
(Vn)Bn−p =
⊕
|λ|=p
bλVλ
⊕
|λ|<p
bλ
(
V (λ)n
)
Bn−p
By the inductive hypothesis, the subrepresentations of Vm and Vn of weight < p are
isomorphic. Since by assumption p+maxΛ λ+1 ≤ d+M ≤ m,n, Lemma 4.23 implies
that the coinvariants of these subrepresentations are isomorphic. Thus (Vm)Bm−p ∼=
(Vn)Bn−p only if cλ = bλ for all λ with |λ| = p. The lemma follows by induction.
Theorem 4.26. (Finitely generated FIW–modules are uniformly representation sta-
ble). Suppose that k is a characteristic zero field, and that V is a FIBC–module with weight
≤ d, and stability degree N . Then, {Vn} is uniformly representation stable with respect
to the maps φn : Vn → Vn+1 induced by the natural inclusions In : n ↪→ (n+ 1). The
sequences stabilizes for n ≥ N + d.
The arguments used in [CEF12, Theorem 2.58] carry through to type B/C; we
briefly give these arguments here.
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Proof of Theorem 4.26. We note that, by Lemma 4.20, for all n and all irreducible
components V (λ+, λ−)n in Vn, the largest part λ+1 of λ
+ is less than N . We can
therefore apply Lemma 4.24 and Corollary 4.25 to the representations Vn for any
n ≥ N + d ≥ maxλ+1 + d.
I. Injectivity. Let Kn denote the kernel of φn. By assumption that V has stability
degree N , the composite
(Vn)Bn−d → (Vn+1)Bn−d → (Vn+1)Bn+1−d
is an isomorphism for n ≥ N + d, which implies that the first map is injective. The
operation of taking coinvariants is exact in characteristic zero, and so it follows that
its kernel is isomorphic to (Kn)Bn−d . Thus (Kn)Bn−d = 0, and so Kn = 0 by Corol-
lary 4.25. This proves injectivity of φn for n ≥ N + d.
II. Surjectivity. To prove that φn(Vn) generates Vn+1 as a k[Bn+1]–module, it suffices
to show that the induced map Ind(φn) : Ind
Bn+1
Bn
Vn → Vn+1 is surjective. Let Cn+1
denote the cokernel of this map. The composition
(Vn)Bn−d → (IndBn+1Bn Vn)Bn+1−d → (Vn+1)Bn+1−d
is an isomorphism for n ≥ N + d by assumption. Thus (Cn+1)Bn−d vanishes, and so
Cn+1 vanishes by Corollary 4.25, and In surject for n ≥ N + d.
III. Multiplicity Stability. By assumption, (Vn)Bn−a ∼= (Vn+1)Bn+1−a for all a ≥ 0
and n ≥ N + a.
Thus for n ≥ N + d, Lemma 4.24 implies that the multiplicity of each irreducible
V (λ)n in Vn is constant. This completes the proof.
Theorem 4.27. (Finitely generated FIW–modules are uniformly representation sta-
ble). Suppose that k is a field of characteristic zero, and Wn is Sn, Dn or Bn. Let V be a
finitely generated FIW–module. Take d to be an upper bound on the weight of V , g an upper
bound on its degree of generation, and r an upper bound on its relation degree. Then, {Vn}
is uniformly representation stable with respect to the maps induced by the natural inclusions
In : n→ (n+ 1), stabilizing once n ≥ max(g, r) + d; whenWn is Dn and d = 0 we need
the additional condition that n ≥ g + 1.
Proof of Theorem 4.27. Suppose first thatWn is Sn or Bn. By Lemma 4.19, V has sta-
bility degree max(g, r). The conclusion follows from [CEF12, Proposition 2.58] in
type A and Theorem 4.26 in type B/C.
Next suppose Wn is Dn, and consider the FIBC–module IndBCD V . IndBCD V has
weight d by the definition of weight for FID–modules. By Lemma 3.28, IndBCD V will
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also have generator degree ≤ g and relation degree ≤ r. Hence {(IndBCD V )n} is
uniformly representation stable with respect to the Bn action for n ≥ max(g, r) + d.
However, by Proposition 3.30,
Vn ∼= (ResBCD IndBCD V )n as Dn-representations, for n ≥ g + 1
It follows that, as a sequence of Dn–representations, ({Vn}, (In)∗) satisfies the in-
jectivity (I) and multiplicity stability (III) criteria for uniform representation stabil-
ity in the range n ≥ max(g + 1, g + d, r + d). Moreover ({Vn}, (In)∗) must sat-
isfy the ”surjectivity” (II) criterion for all n ≥ g by assumption that g bounds its
degree of generation. We conclude that {Vn} is a uniformly representation sta-
ble sequence of Dn–representations with respect to the maps (In)∗, stabilizing for
n ≥ max(g + 1, g + d, r + d).
Note that, since an FIBC–module V must have weight ≤ g by Theorem 4.4, it is
uniformly representation stable for n ≥ max(2g, g + r).
Theorem 4.28. (Uniformly representation stable FIW–modules are finitely gener-
ated). Suppose conversely that V is an FIW–module, and that {Vn, (In)∗} is uniformly
representation stable for n ≥ N . Then V is finitely generated in degree ≤ N .
Proof. For n ≥ N , the ”surjectivity” criterion for representation stability implies
that (In)∗(Vn) generates Vn+1 as a k[Wn+1]–module. Since each vector space Vn is
finite dimensional by assumption, we can take bases for {Vm}m≤N to be our finite
generating set.
Remark 4.29. (FIW–modules cannot be non-uniformly representation stable). We
note that the assumption of uniformity of representation stability was not needed for
Theorem 4.28, that is, the proof would hold equally for any (possibly non-uniformly)
representation stable sequence {Vn, (In)∗} which satisfied just the ”surjectivity” cri-
terion in the range n ≥ N . It follows that, over characteristic zero, any sequences of
either Sn or Bn–representations that is non-uniformly representation stable cannot
admit an FIW–module structure. If such a sequence were an FIW–module, repre-
sentation stability would imply finite generation, which would imply uniform rep-
resentation stability, a contradiction. The alternating representations of Sn and sign
representation of Bn are examples of a consistent sequences that are non-uniformly
representation stable, but not FIW–modules.
4.5 The functor τ≥d and the FIW–module V (λ)
Given an FIA or FIBC–module V , we will define a filtration τ≥dV of V into sub−FIW–
modules by weight. We will use this filtration to construct an FIBC–module struc-
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ture on the sequence ofBn–representations {V (λ+, λ−)n}, and an FID–module struc-
ture on the sequence ofDn–representations {V {λ+[n−|λ−|], λ−}}, associated to any
double partition (λ+, λ−). The FIBC–module V (λ) will feature later in the proof of
Theorem 5.3, the type B/C and D analogues of Murnaghan’s stability theorem for
tensor products of Sn–representations.
Proposition 4.30. (The functor τ≥d). Suppose thatWn is Sn or Bn, and that k is a field
of characteristic zero. Fix d ≥ 0. Any FIW–module V over k contains a sub–FIW–module,
which we denote τ≥dV , defined by
(τ≥dV )n is the sum of all components V (λ)n of Vn with |λ| ≥ d.
Proof. ForWn = Sn, this is proven by Church–Ellenberg–Farb [CEF12, Proposition
2.54]. Their arguments also adapt to type B/C:
The spaces (τ≥dV )n are by construction Bn–invariant, and so it suffices to show
that the image of (Im,n)∗ : (τ≥dV )m → Vn lies in (τ≥dV )n for all m,n. The branching
rules for the hyperoctahedral group (deduced from Equation (4) and Frobenius reci-
procity) assert that a Bm–representation V (µ)m = V (µ+, µ−)m is contained in the
restriction of aBn–representation V (λ)n = V (λ+, λ−)n only if µ[m] ⊆ λ[n]. In partic-
ular, if |µ| ≥ d then necessarily |λ| ≥ d. Since (Im,n)∗ is Bm–equivariant with respect
to the restriction of Vn to Bm, the branching rules imply that (Im,n)∗
(
(τ≥dV )m
) ⊆
(τ≥dV )n, as required.
The decomposition of the filtration
MA
( )
= τ≥1MA
( )
⊇ τ≥2MA
( )
⊇ τ≥3MA
( )
⊇ τ≥4MA
( )
= 0.
is show in Figure 10.
n = 2 n = 3 n = 4 n = 5 n = 6
MA
( )
0 → V → V ⊕ V ⊕ V → V ⊕ V ⊕ V ⊕ V → V ⊕ V ⊕ V ⊕ V
τ≥2MA
( )
0 → 0 → V ⊕ V → V ⊕ V ⊕ V → V ⊕ V ⊕ V
τ≥3MA
( )
0 → 0 → 0 → V → V
τ≥4MA
( )
0 → 0 → 0 → 0 → 0
Figure 10: Filtration of MA(2, 1) by weight.
Suppose k is a characteristic zero field. Let λ be a partition with largest part λ1.
In [CEF12, Proposition 2.56], Church–Ellenberg–Farb define the FIA–module
V (λ) := τ≥|λ|MA(λ).
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They show that V (λ) is finitely generated in degree |λ|+ λ1, and satisfies
V (λ)n =
{
Vλ[n] if n ≥ |λ|+ λ1,
0 otherwise.
We give the analogous construction for FIBC .
Definition 4.31. (The FIBC–module V (λ) = V (λ+, λ−)). Let k be a field of charac-
teristic zero. Let λ = (λ+, λ−) be a double partition. Define the FIBC–module V (λ)
by
V (λ) := τ≥|λ|MBC(λ).
This is consistent with the notation given in Section 2.2.
Proposition 4.32. Let λ+1 denote the largest part of λ
+. The FIBC–module V (λ) = V (λ+, λ−)
satisfies
V (λ)n =
{
Vλ[n] if n ≥ |λ+|+ |λ−|+ λ+1 ,
0 otherwise.
and V (λ) is finitely generated in degree |λ+|+ |λ−|+ λ+1 .
Proof. Let a = |λ|. By definition,
MBC(λ) =
{
0 n < a,
IndBnBa×Bn−aVλ  k n ≥ a.
and so the branching rule (Equation (2)) implies that, for n ≥ |λ|,
MBC(λ)n =
⊕
µ+
V (µ+, λ−)
summed over all partitions µ+ constructed by adding (n− |λ+| − |λ−|) boxes in dis-
tinct columns of λ+. An irreducible component V (µ+, λ−) can appear in (τ≥|λ|MBC(λ))n
only if λ+1 boxes are added to each column of λ
+ below the top row. This happens
only once n ≥ |λ+|+ |λ−|+ λ+1 , and gives the single irreducible V (λ+, λ−)n.
Since V (λ) consists of a single irreducible Bn–representation for all n ≥ |λ+| +
|λ−| + λ+1 , to prove finite generation in degree |λ+| + |λ−| + λ+1 it suffices to show
that the maps V (λ)n → V (λ)n+1 are nonzero in this range.
We can realize V (λ) as a sub–FIBC–module of MBC(a):
V (λ) ⊆MBC(λ) ∼=
{
IndBnBa×Bn−aVλ  k
}
n
⊆
{
IndBnBa×Bn−ak[Ba] k
}
n
∼= MBC(a).
From the definition of MBC(a) in terms of FIBC morphisms HomFIBC (a,−), we see
that the maps MBC(a)n → MBC(a)n+1 are injective, so the maps V (λ)n → V (λ)n+1
are injective, and the conclusion follows.
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By restricting the FIBC–module V (λ+, λ−) to the subcategory FID, we construct
an FID–module with the following properties.
Corollary 4.33. Given any ordered pair of partitions λ = (λ+, λ−) (with λ+1 the largest
part of λ+), there is an FID–module V (λ)n such that
V (λ)n =

V{λ+[n−|λ−|], λ−} if n ≥ |λ+|+ |λ−|+ λ+1 , and λ+
[
n− |λ−|] 6= λ−
V{λ−, +} ⊕ V{λ−, −} if n ≥ |λ+|+ |λ−|+ λ+1 , and λ+
[
n− |λ−|] = λ−
0 otherwise.
As examples, the FIBC–module V
(
,
)
n
and its restriction to FID are shown
in Figure 11.
n = 4 n = 5 n = 6 n = 7 n = 8
→ 0 → V(
,
) → V(
,
) → V(
,
) → V(
,
) →
→ 0 → V{
,
} → V{
, +
}⊕V{
, −
} → V{
,
} → V{
,
} →
Figure 11: The FIBC and FID–modules V ((1), (2, 1))n.
We remark that [CEF12, Proposition 2.56], Proposition 4.32 and Proposition 4.33
provide a sort of converse to Theorem 4.22: Any sequence of finite dimensionalWn–
representations over characteristic zero of the form
⊕
λ cλV (λ)n admits the structure
of a finitely generated FIW–module.
5 Tensor products and FIW–algebras
In this section we define the tensor product of FIW–modules, and show that it re-
spects weight and degree of generation. As a consequence we derive Theorem 5.3,
the hyperoctahedral analogue of Murnaghan’s theorem on the stability of Kronecker
coefficients. We define graded FIW–modules and FIW–algebras, and study some
finiteness properties (finite type and slope) of these objects.
5.1 Tensor products of FIW–modules
Definition 5.1. (Tensor product of FIW–modules). Given FIW–modules V and W ,
the tensor product V ⊗W is the FIW–module such that (V ⊗W )n = Vn ⊗Wn and the
FIW–morphisms act diagonally.
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Proposition 5.2. (Tensor products respect finite generation). If V and W are finitely
generated FIW–modules, then so is V ⊗ W . If V is generated in degree ≤ m and W in
degree ≤ m′, then V ⊗W is generated in degree ≤ m + m′. If k is a field of characteristic
zero, then weight(V ⊗W ) ≤ weight(V ) + weight(W ).
Proof of Proposition 5.2. To prove finite generation, we follow the arguments of [CEF12,
Proposition 2.61]. By Proposition 3.15, the FIW–modules V and W are quotients of
FIW–modules of the form ⊕ma=0MW(a)ba and ⊕m
′
a=0MW(a)ba , respectively. It is there-
fore enough to show that the FIW–module X := MW(m)⊗MW(m′) is finitely gen-
erated in degree ≤ (m+m′).
The Wn–representation Xn is, by definition, Spank{(f, f ′) ∈ HomFIW (m,n) ×
HomFIW (m
′,n)}.When n ≥ m+m′, for given (f, f ′) ∈ Xn there exists some (g, g′) ∈
Xm+m′ and some h ∈ HomFIW (m+m′,n) so that h∗(g, g′) := (h ◦ g, h ◦ g′) = (f, f ′).
We conclude that X is finitely generated in degree ≤ (m+m′).
To prove subadditivity of weights, it suffices to show that, in the notation of
Section 2.2, any Wn–representation V (ν)n occurring in the product V (µ)n ⊗ V (λ)n
must satisfy |ν| ≤ (|µ|+ |λ|).
Fix n. By Proposition 4.2, V (µ)n and V (λ)n occur inMW
(|µ|)
n
andMW
(|λ|)
n
, re-
spectively, and so V (µ)n⊗V (λ)n is aWn–subrepresentation ofMW
(|µ|)
n
⊗MW
(|λ|)
n
.
Since MW
(|µ|)⊗MW(|λ|) is generated in degree≤ (|µ|+ |λ|), by Theorem 4.4 it has
weight ≤ (|µ|+ |λ|).
5.2 An analogue of Murnaghan’s stability theorem in types B/C and D
It is a classical result of Murnaghan [Mur38] that the Kronecker coefficients of the sym-
metric group, the structure constants Kνλ,µ in the decomposition of a tensor product
V (λ)n ⊗ V (µ)n =
⊕
ν
Kνλ,µV (ν)n,
are eventually constant in n. The analogous statement is true for the Weyl groups
in type B/C and D, and we present a proof here using our results on representation
stability for finitely generated FIW–modules – just as Church–Ellenberg–Farb do in
type A [CEF12, Theorem 2.65].
The theory of FIW–modules offers a natural conceptual setting for these stability
results; in this context, Murnaghan’s stability theorem and its variants are immedi-
ate consequences of the fact that tensor products of finitely generated FIW–modules
are themselves finitely generated.
Theorem 5.3. (Murnaghan’s stability theorem for Bn). For any pair of double parti-
tions λ = (λ+, λ−) and µ = (µ+, µ−), there exist nonnegative integers gνλ,µ, independent
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of n, such that for all n sufficiently large:
V (λ)n ⊗ V (µ)n =
⊕
ν
gνλ,µV (ν)n. (7)
The coefficients gνλ,µ are nonzero for only finitely many double partitions ν.
Proof of Theorem 5.3. The FIBC–modules V (λ) and V (µ) are finitely generated by
Proposition 4.32, and so by Proposition 5.2 their product V (λ) ⊗ V (µ) is finitely
generated, and therefore is uniformly representation stable by Theorem 4.27.
We remark that Steven Sam suggested to us an alternate proof of Theorem 5.3,
using properties of character polynomials.
By restricting both sides of Equation (7) to action of Dn, we conclude:
Corollary 5.4. (Murnaghan’s stability theorem for Dn). With double partitions λ =
(λ+, λ−) and µ = (µ+, µ−) as above, for all n sufficiently large the tensor product of the
Dn–representations V (λ)n ⊗ V (µ)n has a stable decomposition:
V (λ)n ⊗ V (µ)n =
⊕
ν
gνλ,µV (ν)n
where gνλ,µ are the structure constants of Equation (7).
The observation that Murnaghan’s theorem follows from the theory of finitely
generated FIA–modules is given by [CEF12, Theorem 2.65]. Theorem 5.3 is a natural
counterpart to Murnaghan’s theorem, however, we have consulted with a number
of experts and have not been able to find the result in the literature.
5.3 Graded FIW–modules and graded FIW–algebras
In analogy to Church–Ellenberg–Farb [CEF12, Section 2.10], we define graded FIW–
modules, FIW–algebras, FIW–ideals, and the dual notions for each. We define the
finiteness criteria finite type and slope.
Definition 5.5. (Graded FIW–modules; Finite type; Slope). A graded FIW–module
V = ⊕iV i is a functor from FIW to the category of graded k–modules. Each graded
piece V i is an FIW–module; we say V has finite type if V i is a finitely generated for
all i.
Suppose k is a field of characteristic zero, and let V be a graded FIW–module
supported in nonnegative degrees. We say that the slope of V is≤ m if V i has weight
≤ m · i for all i.
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Example 5.6. The polynomial algebras Vn = k[x1, . . . , xn] from Example 1.4 form a
graded FIW–module of finite type, graded by total degree. The graded piece V dn :=
k[x1, . . . , xn](d) is finitely generated in degree ≤ d. When k is a field of characteristic
zero V has slope ≤ 1 by Theorem 4.4.
The tensor product of graded FIW–modules U = ⊕iU i andW = ⊕jW j is the graded
FIW–module
U ⊗W =
⊕
`
(U ⊗W )` :=
⊕
`
( ⊕
i+j=`
(U i ⊗W j)
)
.
By applying Proposition 5.2 to each summand (U i ⊗W j), we conclude that the
induced grading on the tensor product of graded FIW–modules respects weight and
finite generation properties, in the following sense.
Proposition 5.7. (Tensor product preserves finite type and slope). Let U and W be
graded FIW–modules of finite type, supported in nonnegative grades, with U0 ∼= W 0 ∼=
MW(0). Then the tensor product U ⊗W is a graded FIW–module of finite type. When k is
a characteristic zero field, U ⊗W will have slope ≤ m whenever U and V have slopes ≤ m.
Church–Ellenberg–Farb prove this result in type A [CEF12, Proposition 2.70].
Definition 5.8. (FIW–algebras). A (graded) FIW–algebra A =
⊕
Ai is a functor from
FIW to the category of (graded) k–algebras. A sub–FIW–module V generates A as an
FIW–algebra if Vn generates An as a k–algebra for all n.
Definition 5.9. (Free associative FIW–algebras). Given a graded FIW–module V ,
we define the free associative algebra on V as the graded FIW–algebra
k〈V 〉 :=
∞⊕
j=0
V ⊗j .
Any FIW–algebra A generated by V admits a surjection of FIW–algebras k〈V 〉 A.
Proposition 5.7 implies that k〈−〉 respects the weight and finite generation prop-
erties of the gradings of a graded FIW–module V , and consequently so does any
FIW–algebra that V generates. Propositions 5.10 and 5.11 are proven in type A by
Church–Ellenberg–Farb [CEF12, Proposition 2.73 and Theorem 2.74].
Proposition 5.10. (The functor k〈−〉 preserves finite type and slope). Let V be a
graded FIW–module supported in nonnegative grades, with V 0 ∼= MW(0). If V has finite
type, then k〈V 〉 has finite type. If V is a graded FIW–module over characteristic zero with
slope ≤ m, then k〈V 〉 has slope ≤ m.
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We can deduce Proposition 5.10 by applying Proposition 5.7 to each summand
V ⊗j of the free associative algebra k〈V 〉. The assumption on the support of V implies
that any graded piece of k〈V 〉 only involves finitely many summands V ⊗j .
If A is an FIW–algebra generated by an FIW–module V , we can deduce Proposi-
tions 5.11 and 5.12 from the surjection of graded FIW–algebras k〈V 〉 A.
Proposition 5.11. (Finite type FIW–modules generate FIW–algebras of finite type
and slope). Suppose that A is an FIW–algebra generated by a graded FIW–module V of
finite type, supported in nonnegative grades. Then if V has finite type, so does A. For k a
field of characteristic zero, if V has slope ≤ m then A has slope ≤ m.
Proposition 5.12. Let A be an FIW–algebra generated by a graded FIW–module V concen-
trated in grade d. If V is finitely generated in degree ≤ m, then the ith graded piece Ai is
finitely generated in degree ≤ ( id)m, and moreover if k is a characteristic zero field then
weight(Ai) ≤ ( id)weight(V ).
Definition 5.13. (FIW–ideals). Given a graded FIW–algebra A, an FIW–ideal I of A
is a graded sub–FIW–algebra ofA such that In is a homogeneous ideal inAn for each
n.
Definition 5.14. (Co–FIW–modules, Co–FIW–algebras, finite type). A graded co–
FIW–module is a functor from the dual category FI
op
W to the category of graded k–
modules, and similarly a graded co–FIW–algebra is a functor to the category of graded
k–algebras. When k is a field, then we say that a graded co–FIW–module V has finite
type if its dual V ∗, defined by V ∗n = Homk(Vn, k), has finite type. Similarly, V has
slope ≤ m if V ∗ does.
Proposition 5.15. (Finite type co–FIW–modules generate co–FIW–algebras of finite
type). Let k be a Noetherian commutative ring. Suppose thatA is a graded co–FIW–algebra
containing a graded co–FIW–module V supported in positive grades. If V has finite type,
then the subalgebra B of A generated by V is a graded co–FIW–algebra of finite type. When
k is a field of characteristic zero and V is a graded co–FIW–module of slope≤ m, then B has
slope ≤ m.
Proof of Proposition 5.15. The proposition follows just as in the proof of [CEF12, Propo-
sition 2.77], by considering the dual spaceB∗ as a graded sub–FIW–algebra of k〈V 〉∗.
Theorem 4.21, the Noetherian property for FIW–modules over Noetherian rings, im-
plies that each graded piece of B∗ is finitely generated. Moreover, over a character-
istic zero field, the weights of the graded pieces of k〈V 〉∗ give an upper bound of on
the weights of those of B∗, and the result follows.
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6 An application: The cohomology of generalized flag vari-
eties and diagonal coinvariant algebras
LetWn be a finite reflection group acting on an n–dimensional vector space V over
a field k. Let x1, x2, . . . , xn denote a basis for V . Then
k[X(r)(n)] := k[x
(1)
1 , . . . x
(1)
n , . . . , x
(r)
1 , . . . , x
(r)
n ]
is a polynomial ring isomorphic to the symmetric algebra on V
⊕
r; the algebra
k[X(r)(n)] has an action ofWn induced by the diagonal action ofWn on V
⊕
r. This
ring has a natural grading by r–tuples J = (j1, . . . , jr) ∈ Zr≥0, where ji designates
the total degree in variables x(i)1 , . . . x
(i)
n .
Let In be the ideal generated by the constant-term-freeWn–invariant polynomi-
als. The r-diagonal coinvariant algebra is the k–algebra C(r)(n) := k[X(r)(n)]/In.
Since In is homogeneous with respect to the multigrading on k[X(r)(n)] , the
quotient has the same multigrading
C(r)(n) =
∞⊕
d=0
⊕
|J |=d
C(r)J (n).
The structure of C(r)(n) as a Wn–representation over characteristic zero has been
the subject of extensive study. The coinvariant algebra C(1)(n) appeared in classical
representation theory and Lie theory; Borel [Bor53] proved that the algebra C(1)(n)
is the cohomology of a generalized flag manifold, which we will define below. The
diagonal coinvariant algebras C(2)(n) were first investigated in type A by Garsia and
Haiman [GH93] for their relationship to MacDonald polynomials, but these algebras
were subsequently found to have rich connections to numerous objects in algebraic
combinatorics; see Haiman [Hai02a] for a survey.
In 2002 Haiman established a formula for the characters of the Sn–representations
C(2)(n) in terms of MacDonald polynomials, and deduces a number of combinatorial
consequences for the spaces C(2)(n) [Hai02b]. A refinement of the formulas for these
characters was conjectured by Haglund–Haiman–Loehr–Remmel–Ulyanov [HHL+05].
In 2003 Gordon [Gor03] studied coinvariant algebras associated to a Coxeter
group Wn. He resolved a conjecture of Haiman [Hai94] by computing the Hilbert
series of a quotient ring closely related to C(2)(n). Bergeron and Biagioli computed
the trivial and alternating component of C(2)(n) in type B [BB06]. In 2011, Berg-
eron analyzed the algebras C(r)(n) associated to a general complex reflection group
W = G(m, p, n) [Ber11]. Bergeron shows, for fixed group W , the multigraded
Hilbert polynomial associated to C(r)(n) can be described in terms of Schur poly-
nomials in a form independent of r, and Bergeron computes these series in special
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cases. In general, the structure (or even dimension) of C(r)(n) is not known for n > 3.
Additional background on coinvariant algebras can be found in Bergeron’s book
[Ber09].
Church–Ellenberg–Farb [CEF12, Theorem 3.4] proved that whenWn is Sn acting
on the representation Vn = MA(1)n over a field k of characteristic zero, the resultant
coinvariant algebra C(r) := k[MA(1)
⊕
r]/I is a graded co–FIA–module of finite type,
and that moreover the graded pieces (C(r)J )∗ of the dual FIA–module have weight at
most |J |. Together with Nagpal, these authors showed that even over positive char-
acteristic, the dimensions of the graded pieces are eventually polynomial [CEFN14,
Theorem 1.9]. We can extend their results as follows.
Theorem 6.1. (Diagonal coinvariant algebras are finite type). Let k be a field, and let
Vn ∼= kn be the canonical representation of Wn by (signed) permutation matrices. Given
r ∈ Z>0, the sequence of coinvariant algebras
C(r) := k[V
⊕
r
• ]/I
is a graded co–FIW–algebra of finite type. When k has characteristic zero, the weight of the
multigraded component C(r)J is ≤ |J |.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. LetWn be the Weyl group Sn, Dn, or Bn, then let V be the FIW–
module associated to the canonical n–dimensionalWn–representations Vn ∼= kn by
(signed) permutation matrices. Then V is MA(1) in type A, MBC(∅, ) in type B/C,
and ResBCD MBC(∅, ) in type D.
In each type, the sequence C(r) has a co–FIW–module structure, determined as
follows. The polynomial rings
k[V
⊕
r
n ]
∼= k[x(1)1 , . . . x(1)n , . . . , x(r)1 , . . . , x(r)n ]
admit a co–FIW–module structure defined by the naturalWn–action and the projec-
tion maps
(In)
∗ : k[V
⊕
r
n+1 ] −→ k[V
⊕
r
n ]
x
(i)
j 7−→
{
x
(i)
j i ≤ n,
0 i = n+ 1.
The ideals In form a co–FIW–submodule under this action (even though they are not
preserved by the natural FIW–module structure on the spaces k[V
⊕
r
• ]), and hence
the quotient space C(r) inherits a co–FIW–module structure (though not an FIW–
module structure) for any fixed r.
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Since C(r)(n)∗ is generated as an algebra by its degree 1 part, the co–FIW–algebra
C(r) has finite type by Proposition 5.15.
Over characteristic zero, the FIW–module (V
⊕
r
• )∗ has weight 1 by Theorem 4.4.
The graded piece C(r)J (n) is a subquotient of the degree |J | tensor product on (Vn)
⊕
r,
and weight is additive under tensor products by Proposition 5.2.
Corollary 6.2. Let k be a field of characteristic zero. For n sufficiently large (depending on
the r-tuple J), the sequence C(r)J (n) is uniformly multiplicity stable.
Since representations of Wn are self-dual (a consequence of [GP00, Corollary
3.2.14]), the characters of C(r)J (n) are given by the those of its dual. By results of
[Wil14], these characters are given by a character polynomial, with degree bounded
by [Wil14, Theorems 4.2 and 4.16].
Corollary 6.3. Let k be a field of characteristic zero. For n sufficiently large (depending on
the r-tuple J), the characters of C(r)J (n) are given by a character polynomial FJ of degree
≤ |J |. In particular the dimension of C(r)J (n) is given by a polynomial dimkC(r)J (n) =
FJ(n, 0, 0, 0 . . .) for all n in the stable range.
The results in [Wil14, Theorem 4.20] further imply that over fields of any charac-
teristic, the dimensions of the graded pieces of C(r) are eventually polynomial. This
result was proved in type A by Church–Ellenberg–Farb–Nagpal [CEFN14, Theorem
1.9].
Corollary 6.4. Let k be an arbitrary field. Then for each r-tuple J , there exists a polynomial
PJ ∈ Q[T ] (depending on k) so that dimk C(r)J (n) = PJ(n) for all n sufficiently large
(depending on k and J).
The cohomology of generalized flag manifolds. Take k to be the complex num-
bers C. Let GWn be a semisimple complex Lie group with Weyl group Wn, and let
BWn be a Borel subgroup of GWn . Borel proved that the complex coinvariant algebra
C(1)(n) is isomorphic as a graded k[Wn]–algebra to the cohomologyH∗(GWn /BWn ;C)
of the generalized flag manifold GWn /BWn [Bor53]; the isomorphism multiplies the
grading by 2. Specifically, we have
Type An−1: GAn= SLn(C)
GAn /B
A
n = {0 ⊆ V1 ⊆ V2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Vn = Cn | dimCVm = m}
The complete flag variety
Type Bn : GBn= SO2n+1(C) (Quadratic form Q)
GBn /B
B
n = {0 ⊆ V1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ V2n+1 = C2n+1 | dimCVm = m, Q(Vi, V2n+1−i) = 0}
The variety of complete flags equal to their orthogonal complements
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Type Cn : GCn= Sp2n(C) (Symplectic form L)
GCn /B
C
n = {0 ⊆ V1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ V2n = C2n | dimCVm = m, L(Vi, V2n−i) = 0}
The variety of complete flags equal to their symplectic complements
Type Dn : GDn = SO2n(C) (Quadratic form Q)
GDn /B
D
n = {0 ⊆ V1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ V2n = C2n | dimCVm = m, Q(Vi, V2n−i) = 0}
The variety of complete flags equal to their orthogonal complements
See (for example) Fulton–Harris [FH04] for more details. Theorem 6.1 therefore
implies:
Corollary 6.5. LetW denote type A, B, C, or D. The cohomology rings H∗(GWn /BWn ;C)
are graded co–FIW–algebras of finite type, that is, for each m, Hm(GWn /BWn ;C) are co–
FIW–modules of weight≤ m2 . In particular, for each m, the sequence ofWn–representations
{Hm(GWn /BWn ;C)}n is uniformly representation stable, and the characters are eventually
equal to a character polynomial of degree at most m2 .
We can compute the character polynomials for the r-diagonal coinvariant alge-
bras C(r) for small values of r by hand, by computing the trace of the action ofWn
at each point in a resolution for C(r)(n) by k[Wn]–modules. WhenWn is Bn, we find
the following characters χ(r)J (n) of C(r)J (n).
χ
(1)
(1) = X1 − Y1 (n ≥ 1)
χ
(1)
(2) = X1 + Y1 +
(
X1
2
)
+
(
Y1
2
)
+X2 − Y2 −X1Y1 − 1 (n ≥ 2)
χ
(1)
(3) = 2
(
X1
2
)
− 2
(
Y1
2
)
+
(
X1
3
)
+X1
(
Y1
2
)
− Y1
(
X1
2
)
−
(
Y1
3
)
+X3 − Y3 +X1X2 − Y1X2 −X1Y2 + Y1Y2 (n ≥ 3)
χ
(2)
(1,1) = X1 + Y1 + 2
(
X1
2
)
+ 2
(
Y1
2
)
− 2X1Y1 − 1 (n ≥ 2)
χ
(2)
(2,1) = Y1 −X1 + 4
(
X1
2
)
− 4
(
Y1
2
)
+X2X1 −X2Y1 −X1Y2 + Y1Y2
+ 3
(
X1
3
)
− 3
(
Y1
3
)
+ 3X1
(
Y1
2
)
− 3Y1
(
X1
2
)
(n ≥ 3)
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χ
(3)
(1,1,1) = −2X1 + 2Y1 + 6
(
X1
2
)
− 6
(
Y1
2
)
+ 6
(
X1
3
)
− 6
(
Y1
3
)
+ 6X1
(
Y1
2
)
− 6Y1
(
X1
2
)
(n ≥ 3)
We note that the character of χ(r)(j1,...,jr) = χ
(r+1)
(j1,...,jr,0)
, and moreover the characters
χ
(r)
(j1,...,jr)
are fixed under permutations of the ordered r–tuple J . It follows that the
above character polynomials determine all characters χ(r)J for |J | ≤ 3.
Problem 6.6. For each graded piece C(r)J , compute the associated character polyno-
mial and the stable decomposition into irreducible representations. Determine the
stable ranges of each.
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